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INTRODUCTION
The Victoria Multipurpose Project is one of the component
schemes of the complex system of dams, hydroelectric plants,and
irrigation canals that make up.the Mahaweli Ganga Development
Project. Out of Phase I of the overall development plan proposed
by the UNDP/FAO, only the first project, the diversion barrage and
associated works at Polgolla, has So far been completed. In the
original plan, as well as the current Accelerated Programme, the
Victoria Project will be the second scheme to be implemented.
The-Project involves the construction of a dam in the deep
valley of the Mahaweli Ganga immediately upstream of the rapids '
at Victoria Falls (Figure 1). Regulated flows from the dam will
be discharged into the main river and then diverted into a canal
on the right bank by a new anicut to be constructed at Minipe,
about 25 km downstream. This canal picks up flows from several
tributaries on the right bank before feeding into the Ulhitiya Oya,
where another dam is to be constructed. Other schemes  in  future
phases of the Development Project involve the construction of major
structures on t.he right bank tributaries; these plans have not
been considered in the present.study.
The proposed dam at Randenigala, a few kilo.metres upstream
of Minipe, will introduce additional regulation downstream of
Victoria. This proposed scheme, and the existing works at Polgolla
will affect the Victoria Project directly and are therefore
'considered here.
The main objectives of this hydrological study are to provide
consistent sets of discharge and climatic _data_as inputs to a simulation
model of the reservoir system, and to provide flood estimates for
engineering design.
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Climate
Sri Lanka has a tropical climate,  i n  which the pattern and
distribution of rainfall are determined largely by the south-west
and north-east monsoons that occur in the periods May to
September and ilecember to February respectively. Of lesser
importance is the rainfall of the inter-monsoon periods that
can be caused by either convective or cyclonic activity.
The distribution of . rainfall . during the monsoons is determined
by topography, with large falls occurring on windward slopes and
smaller falls in the rainshadoW on leeward slopes. The Central
.Highlands are the dominant orographic feature, and separate the
areas of high and low rainfall that alternate from the west to
the east with each monsoon. They also form the boundary between the
'wet zone'to the west, where rainfall is in surplus throughout the
year, and the 'dry zone' to the north-east where rainfall is more
seasonal.
A significant part of the headwaters of the Nahaweli Ganga is
in the wet zone where the rainfall is a result  of  both the south-west
and north-east monsoons. Rainfall in this part of the catéhment
is high and its seasonal distribution is determined by the timing
-of each monsoon. Consequently, the main drainage network is assured
of a large, though fluctuating,perennial flow..
In contrast, the area to the east of the highlands receives
rainfall during the north-east monsoon and is scarcely affected
by the south-west monsoon. The runoff from the catchments in this
area is therefore highly seasonal with a distinct dry period from
Nay to September.
The study area
The area considered for the present study includes the main
catchment of the Mahaweli Ganga down to the gauging station at
Weragamtota and the right bank tributary of the Ulhitiya Oya,
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covering a total area of over 2500 km2. The total catChment area of'•
the river to the sea is over 10400 km2.
The river rises in the Central Highlands, where the highest
peak is over 2500 m, and falls over its length of 320 km to sea level
at Trincomalee. The geology of the upper catchment is characterised
by metamorphic rocks, notably charnokite and quartzite; here the
terrain is very steep and the soil cover is thin. The river flows
for about 160 km through these mountainous regions, where the yalleys
are often very deep and the bedslopes steep, before reaching the
plains near Minipe and turning northwards. By contrast in this
lower region, where the main features of the geology are hornblende
and gneiss, the -terrain and river bedslopes are much flatter, and the
river meanders became more pronounced.
- 3
Rai nf a l l
AVAILABLE DATA
An extensive raingauge network has been in existence since
1920 and there are many stations with records that extend back
to the nineteenth century. There is a particularly dense network
of gauges in the upper catchment of the Mahaweli Ganga, where the
existence of individual gauges can often be associated with the
development of tea estates. However, in the region to the east
and north-east.of Minipe, where the vegetation is mainly parkland,
jungle or scrub, there are few reliable, long-term gauges.
Observations at these gauges are usually tA en once or twice a day,
'and summaries of the data are published annually in the Report
on the Colombo Observatory (1). Copies of the daily data for each
gauge are kept at the Meteorological Department.
A number of recording raingauges have also been installed
in the upper catchment by the Meteorological Department. These
data are available for a much shorter period than those for the
standard gauges mentioned above, and they have not been processed
for publication locally. However a recent paper (2) has used the
data from these recording raingauges in a rainfall-depth-duration-
frequency study for the whole of Sri Lanka. The original hyetographs
from the recording gauges at Kandy and NUwara Eliya were available
.for inspection at the Meteorological Department.
The long-term mean annual falls at each raingauge were compared
with data from nearby gauges. Some apparent inconsistencies arose
from uncertain location of individual gauges on the map; the locations
of these gauges were checked at the Meteorological Department and the
inconsistencies resolved. Any abnormally high or low falls were also
verified against the original data.
The monthly rainfalls have been used by the Irrigation Department
to calculate the rainfall on catchments where runoff is recorded,
4
using the method of Thiessen polygons. These data are included on
the summary sheets of the runoff data, recorded at individual
gauging stations, and kept at the Irrigation Department.
Runof f
Annual diScharge data have been published (3) for at least
22 gauging stations in the whole,Mahaweli Ganga basin. these data
are given as annual runoff volumes for a common period from 1944/45
to 1970/71. At some of the stations, where the data are incomplete,
the missing records have been estimated by a method of correlation
that is not described in detail. Summaries of the monthly discharge
data have also been published annually (4).
The locations of the gauges considered in this study are
shown in Figure 1, and Table 1 summarises the availability of the
data from these stations'. Note that as the gauge at Nanampitiya
is about 70 km downstream Of Weragamtota, it is not shown on Figure 1.
Although a continuous water level recorder was installed at
Gurudeniya in 1972, it was removed once the barrage at Polgolla
was commissioned. With the exception of the short record from this
recorder, all the flow data used in this study are derived from
-hourly measurements of river stage made by local observers at the
gauging stations.
At the more important gauging stations, that are invariably
located on the Nahaweli Ganga itself, stage readings are entered
for each hour on the gauge returns. At the other stations,
however,.the observations are restricted to the daylight hours
alone. Consequently the hydrographs of any floods that occurred
during the night may not have,been observed. This is particularly
important for the tributaries, as their catchments can respond
rapidly to local rainfall, and high flows do not normally persist
for more than about 24 hours.
5
TABLE I
All the gauging stations on the Nahaweli Ganga shown in Figure
1,  as  well as some of the tributary stations, were visited. At many
of the sites, two staff gauges had been installed: one for measuring
low stages and the other for floods. The lower gauge boards are
generally embedded in the river bank, and the higher boards attached'
to a convenient tree or bridge pier. At several sites, the method
of fixing the gauge boards appeared to be insecure; at Teldeniya
for example we saw that the level of one board with respect to the
other was not consistent.
The reaches.in whith the individual gauging stations are located,
are in general reasonably well suited for discharge measurements,
although at some sites the river banks are not very well defined.
But at Victoria the original gauge was installed on a wide bend of
the river, immediately upstream of the confluence with the Hulu Ganga,
where there are many rocks and ihe flow appeared to be extremely
turbulent. This gauge was moved about.two years ago to a more suitable
site about 2 km upsteam. It was clear that on the main river, the
shifting sandbanks that can form on top of the river bedrock could
cause significant changes in the bed profile at low flows. In other
respects the cross sections at the stations visited appeared to be
stable, but no sequential topographic surveys had been made to allow
this observation to be checked.
At most sites, a cable has been fixed across the river to
enable bnatgangings to be carried out more easily, but there is no
provision for suspending a current meter from the cable to measure
high discharges. Consequently, the only reliable discharge measurements
are those made at low flows, for once the river stage begins to rise .
it then becomes too dangerous to use a boat. At sites where there
is -no cable,gauging is carried out by wading and discharge measurements
are again limited to low-flows. Hilger-Watt current meters are used
extensively by the Irrigation Department. They appear to be used with
care and to be in good condition. It is, however, unclear how often
the calibration of an individual meter is checked.
The frequency of discharge measurements varies from site to site:
on the main river, for example, up to three measurements a day are made,
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whereas on sote of the smaller tributaries there may be gaps of
many months between gaugings. Rating curves at low stages have
been derived at each site from these discharge measurements, and
have then been extrapolated to higher stages using a simple log-log
relationship. This method does not take account of any discontinuities
in  the river cross-section with increasing stage.
The gauge return, analysis and hydrological data files were
available for inspection at the Irrigation Department, where the
basic data processing is also carried out. The mean daily discharge
is calculated from the mean daily stage and the appropriate rating
curve. * Len floods occur during the night and are not recorded,
estimates of the peak and total discharge are made to estimate the
mean daily flows. The mean daily discharges are tabulated for each
station, together with summaries of the monthly and annual means and,
where available, the annual maximum instantaneous discharge. Estimates
of the mean catchment rainfall are also tabulated and are calculated
using the Thiessen polygon method.
The relevant information from these data files was copied out
by hand, once examination of the analysis and gauge return files
had suggested that the records for an individual station could be
used With confidence. Simple double mass curve analysis on the
monthly records for Peradeniya, Gurudeniya and Randenigala suggésted
that these data are internally consistent. A similar analysis
using Teldeniya and Nbragamulla showed discrepancies between the two
stations. Moreover for several years,.the runoff of Teldeniya,
which has the longer record, bears little resemblance to the corres-
ponding catchment rainfall. Subsequent examination of the analysis
and gauge ieturn files showed anomalies that led us to discount all
but the flood data from this gauge on the Hulu Ganga.
The gauge at Victoria Falls is located immediately above the
1-10L14
confluence of theA anga and Nhhaweli Ganga. The records do not
cover a consistently long period and as there are sometimes
unexplainable losses along the reach from Gurudeniya to Victoria,
they have also been excluded from further analysis.
In view of the limited time available for this study,,we have
been unable to reprocess any of the basic data. Itie have therefore
made some simple quality control checks, described above, and also
made subjective judgeuents on the quality of the data from each
gauging station. Thus, it was decided that the most reliable data
ibr the maih gauging stations were from the Mahaweli Ganga, and that the
best tributary data were from the Uma Oya at Talawakanda.
As mentioned earlier, the flows in the Mahaweli Ganga are
perennial, but with important seasonal fluctuations. These effects
are illustrated in Figure 2, where the mean monthly discharges of the
recorded data at each of the main river gauging stations are plotted.
The incidence of the north-east monsoon is clearly shown by the
pronounced peaks at the downstream stations. The Variability of
the monthly totals is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the
coefficient of variation (defined as the standard deviation divided
by the mean) for each month. The high variability at the upstream
stations in December and May can be accounted for by changes in the
timing of the start of each monsoon from year to year. A similar
effect can be seen at the downstream stations for the start and
end of the north-east monsoon. The variability of the south-west
monsoon flows appears to become progessively damped out downstream.
Evapor a t i on
The data required for calculating evaporation,using Penman's
equation, are available from three climatological stations within
the study area,-the locationsof which are shown in Figure 4. The
data for each station have been processed by the Meteorological
Department and have been summarised as monthly means; these were
used in a computer program, described elsewhere (5) to calculate
the values of open water evaporation, E0 ,  given in Table 2.
Potential transpiration, Et, was calculated using an assumed value
of 0.25 for the albedo at each station; these results are also given
in Table 2.
Several agrometeorologicaistations have also been set up
recently, but only one or two years of data have been recorded so far.
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Open water evaporation, E0
ESTIMATES OF EVAPORATION
(mm)
TABLE 2
Note: Some apparent discrepancies may result from rounding to
the nearest millimetre.
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The mont hl y evapor a t i on ca l cul a t ed at t hes e s t a t i ons i s con s i s t en t
wi t h t he r esu l t s f r om t he l ong- t er m s t a t i ons , and i s i nc l uded i n
sub sequ ent ana l ys i s .
Sedimentation
F e ld s edi men t t r anspor t and bedl oad meas ur emen t s have b een made
on t he hlahawe l i Ganga , so es t i mat es of t he l os s i n r eser vo i r s t or age
mus t be bas ed on t he l i mi t ed da t a f r om Gur udeni y a . The dat a have
been us ed t o compi l e t he s edi ment and bedl oad r at i ng cu r ve s us ed
by SOGREAH  (6)  and a con s i s t en t s et of cur ves ar e he l d i n t he
I r r i ga t i on Depar t men t f i l e s .
In t he ab s ence of any ot her da t a , t he s our ces men t i oned above ,
wh i ch us e da t a f r om  1970  t o  1971, 1973  and  1975,  have been us ed her e
t o der i ve t he f ol l owi ng r e l a t i ons hi p :
= 6.5 x 10-5: 0 2.03
wher e QT i s t h e t ot a l s edi men t and bedl oad i n t ons / day
and Q i s t he mean . da i l y di s char ge i n f e / s ec .
Mean annual rainfall
WATER RESOURCES
As the Thiessen polygon method for calculating areal rainfall
does not take the local topography into consideration, it is often
preferable to use an alternative approach, sUch as the isohyetal
method, in regions where rainfall is 'determined by orographic
effects. Mbreover in the upper Mahaweli Ganga catchment, rainfall
data are available from a dense network of gauges for the standard
period from 1931 to 1960. This isohyetal approach is therefore
particularly suited to this analysis.
The position of eaeh raingauge within the study area was
plotted on a 1:250 000 topographic map, together with the corres-
ponding value of mean annual rainfall calculated for the standard
period (1). The relationship between rainfall and location,
topography and aspect was particularly noticeable; the shape of
the isohyets drawn in Figure 5 is therefore influenced by the
topography between individual gauges. An attempt was made to
relate rainfall with elevation, but although these are correlated
in parts of the areaT the position of a gauge with respect to the
local relief is more important than elevation in determining rainfall..
The most conspicuoua features of the isohyetal map are the
very heavy fallswest of the main massif near NUwara Eliya, and
the heavy falls on Knuckles Ridge to the north-east of Kandy. By
contrast, to the east of Kandy, there is a band of lower rainfall
centred on the valley of the Mahaweli Ganga where it is sheltered
from both the south-west and north-east_monsoons; the precise
extent of this drier area is not well defined because of a shortage
of raingauges along the valley, but it has been inferred from the
relief. Another area of low-rainfall lies in the similarly sheltered
valley of the Uma Oya between Badulla and Bandarawela.
In general, the distribution of rainfall is well defined by the
available records, but there is a shortage of gauges in some of the
low-lying, drier areas. This reinforces the decision to use the
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isohyetal map which takes full account of the topography,.rather
than the Thiessen polygOn method. The long-term mean annual
rainfall for the project catthments has therefore been calculated.
from Figure 5.
A second rainfall map (Figure 6) shows the maximum daily falls
recorded at each gauge during its period of record.and the date
of the event. A striking feature of this map is the extent of the
area influenced by an individual storm; those of May 1940, August
1947 and December 1957 were particularly widespread.
Wa t er ba l anc e
A simple water balance study has been undertaken to assess
the reliability of the runoff records, and also to giVe an indication
of the long-term yield at ungauged sites. The water balance
compares the catchment losses, as determined by the rainfall minus
runoff, with the losses indicated by evapotranspiration and
interception. As the rainfall in the upper Mahaweli is greater than
the potential transpiration, and there are negligible groundwater
losses, the water balance approach is particularly appropriate.
As mentioned above, the long-term mean annual rainfalls
calculated from the isohyetal map were derived from records covering
the standard thirty year period 1931 to 1960. It is, however,
unnecessary to adjust the long-term mean when comparing catchment
rainfall with a runoff record of 10 years or more for the following
reasons. Examination of a long term rainfall record has suggested
that the annual falls are normally distributed, and that the
persistence from year to year is small. P. S. Harihara Ayyar (7)
has also indicated that there is little evidence of serial dependence
in both the annual and seasonal rainfall. We have therefore assumed
that the rainfall from year to year is independent. The data also
indicate that the coefficient of variation of catchment rainfall is
approximately 15 per cent; thus,-for a record  of  more than 10 years
the standard error of estimate of the mean annual rainfall uill be
less than 5 per cent. For a runoff record of more than 10 years, the
mean c'atchment rainfall should therefore be based on the isohyetal
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map. In contrast for records shorter than 10 years the actual
rainfall,. previously estimated by the Irrigation Depaitment using
Thiessen polygons, should be used when comparing rainfall with
runoff.
The relationship between evaporation and altitude is illustrated
in Figure 7 where the Penman estimates of E0, discussed earlier,
are plotted against the elevation of the individual stations. Note
that both average values from the long-term climatological stations
and single year values, from the recently established
agrometeorological stations, are plotted. The points show that there
is a relationship between evaporation and altitude and suggest that
for catchments at the median elevation of 1200 m, the annual open
water evaporation is about 1800 mm/year.
Thenstimates of potential transpiration, Et, given in Table
2 were calculated using an assumed albedo of 0.25. Although this
value is usually assumed for grassland, it can be applied in the
north-east of the study a ea where the vegetation is characterised
by parkland and scrub. Alternative estimates have also been made
using an albedo of 0.15 to take account of the lower reflection
typical of the dense forest of the upper catchment and to make some
allowance for the evaporation of rainfall intercepted by the tree
-canopy.
The relationship between Et andaltitUde is drawn in Figure 7
for each albedo, but for dlarity the data points have been omitted.
On this evidence, we have assumed that the potential transpiration
for catchments at the median elevation of about 1200 m should be
between 1400 and 1600 mm/year.  As  the rainfall is sufficiently
high in the upper catchment and there is no prolonged dry season,
we consider that the actual catchment losses should be of this order.
The mean annual runoff.for each of the gauging stations within
the study area UAS calculated from the data available up to 1976
when Polgolla was commissioned. These results are summarised with
the estimates of catchment rainfall in Table 3, and illustrated in
Figure 8 where the mean annual rainfall is plotted against mean
annual runoff.
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COMPARISON OF NEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL AND RUNOFF '
Note: 1 derived from Figure 5., except where stated otherwiSe.
2 taken from (3)
3 rainfall for the period corresponding to the runoff
TABLE 3
River
Mhhaweli
Station Flow records
Period No.of
from to years
Mean
runoff
(mm)
Corresponding
rainfall
(mm)
Long-term
rainfall'
(mm)
Ganga
t i
t i
Peradeniya 1944/5
Gurudeniya 1944/5
1974/5
1974/5
1974/5
31
31
20
1794
1742
1687
3118
2934
2713Randenigala 1955/6
Weragamtota_ 1945/6 1974/5 30 1389 2439
Hulu Manampitiya 1944/5 1974/5 31 975 2410
Ganga Teldeniya 1954/5 1974/5 21 1140 3273
GaImal
Oya Mbragamulla 1963/4 1974/5 12 1182 2731
Mhha Oya Hanguranketa 1954/5 1959/60 6 967 2546' 2553
e r Uha  Oya Talawakanda 1957/8 1974/5 18 646 2064
Loggal
Oya 1955/6 1964/5 10 1307 24033 2295
Ulhitiya
IC  Oya 1953/4 1959/60 398 24048 2150
Naduru
Oya Kandegama 1951/2 1956/7 604 20683 22142
Gallodai
Axu 1945/6 1974/5 30 671 21442
record, from (3)
River Catchment between Mean runoff Long-term
rainfall
(mm)
Nhhaweli Ganga Peradeniya Gurudeniya 1474 2099
MahaWeli Ganga Gurudeniya Randenigala 1495 2404
Nhhaweli Ganga Randenigala Weragamtota 1090 2068
20 00
MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL AND RUNOFF
x Main gauging stations
G Intermediate catchments
x PERADENIYA
x
x GURUDENIYA
RANDENIGALAGUR- PER o RAN- GIJR
x W ERAGAMTOTA
x LOGGAL OYA
WER-RAN x MORAGAHAMULLA
11- TELDENIYA1000 x MANAMPITIYA
0
x MAHA OYA
fl
cc UMA OYA x GALLODAI ARU
MADURU OYA
x ULHITIYA OYA
0 •
1000 20 00 3000
RAINFALL imml
Figure 8
The water balance analysis indicates that the runoff records
are reasonable, with the exception of.the Ulhitiya Oya and Hulu '
Ganga at Teldeniya where the runoff appears to be underestimated.
At the other stations, there is some scatter in the points but this
can be explained by errors in the estimation of rainfall, particularly
in those areas where the raingauge network is sparse. The apparently
low runoff at Manampitiya can be explained  1:;y  losses to groundwater
and to irrigation, downstream of Weragamtota. We consider that
with the exception of the two stations mentioned above and Victoria,
there appears to be no reason to reject the data from any other
station on Water balance grounds.
We have also examined the relationship between the rainfall
and runoff of some of the intermediate catchments on the 14ahaweli
Ganga; here the runoff is estimated by the difference between the
records over a contemporary period at an upstream and downstream
gauge. The rainfall is again estimated from the isohyetal map.
This is a severe test of the runoff data as any systematic errors
in measurement will be compounded by taking differences. The
resulting points, also shown in Figure 8, increase the scatter but
could still be considered consistent with the other observations,
with the possible exception of the small area between Peradeniya
and Gurudeniya.
The water balance approach also allowed estimates of the catchment
losses and hence the long-term yield at ungauged, or poorly gauged,
sites of importance to be made. Such estimates were necessary for
the tributaries crossing the right bank canal and also the Ulhitiya
Oya.
As  no evaporation data were available for this part of the study
area, the catchment losses had to be estimated from the observed
rainfall and runoff data at Talawakanda and on the Gallodai Aru
(see Table 3). The observed losses range from 1418 mm at Talawakanda,
to 1473 mm on the Gallodai Aru. A reasonable, though conservative,
estimate of the losses in this region was made as 1500 mm. The long-
term yield thus deduced for the catchments of interest is given in
Table 4.
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Site
ESTIMATES OF LONG TERM YIELD
Catchment
area
Oan
Mean annual
rainfall
(m)
TABLE 42
Deduced runoff
Ulhitiya 290 2150 650
Diayabawa, right-bank canal 18 2150 650
I tHepola Oya, " 140 2160 660
Loggal Oya, 250 2235 735
It must be appreciated that these values are deduced, from the
differences between two large numbers. Of these the estimates of
the catchment losses :could be subject to considerable error, and
although there are few raingauges in these catchments, we can
assume that the error in mean annual rainfall should be smaller,
so that the runoff quoted in Table 4 must be regarded as tentative
and should be supported by short-term gauging.
Es t i mat i on of f l ow r ecor ds
For the reservoir operation model, a long sequence of monthly
natural river flows are required at the following sites:
(1) Polgolla,
(2) Victoria dam,
(3) Randenigala dam,
(4) Nanipe anicut,
(5) the major tributaries (except Badulu Oya) crossing
the right-bank canal,
and (6) Ulhitiya dam
From these sites, reliable recorded data are available only
at Randenigala and these data cover too short a period for use in
the operation model. The record at Gurudeniya however, covers a
period of 31 years, up to the commissioning of Polgolla in 1976.
In view of the time av'ailable for this study, we have accepted
that this record is sufficiently long for the operational studies,
and consequently we have based the extension of the short term
records on these data.
The 'tributary inflow' between Gurudeniya and Randenigala
can be calculated by the difference in flow between the upstream and
downstream gauging stations. The proportion of this tributary
inflow that joins the main river above the Victoria dam site can
then be estimated from the ratio of the relative catchment areas and
the long-term catchment rainfall, minus losses. Similarly, as the
major tributary between Randehigala and Minipe is the Uma Oya, the
- 14 -
tributary inflows between these two points can be estimated from
the flows at Talawakanda multiplied by a factor, which again
depends on the catchment area, rainfall and losses. It was
therefore decided that the flow records at Randenigala and Talawakanda
should be extended to the period covered by the Gurudeniya record.
To avoid the possibility of generating negative inflows between
Gurudeniya and Randenigala, the recorded 'tributary inflows' were
used instead of the Randenigala flows. The latter can then be found
by addition, and used with the generated Uta Oya flaws to extend
the record at Ninipe.
As  the catchment area between Polgolla and Gurudeniya is small,
the Polgolla flows have been deduced from the Gurudeniya records
multiplied by a factor of 0.926, based on the relative catchment
areas and the long-term rainfalls minus losses.
The model chosen for extending the flow data at sites with
incomplete records is a multivariate lag-one Mhrkov model. This
type of model allows cross-correlations between concurrent flows at
a number of gauging stations, as well as lag-one serial Correlations
within the individual station records,.,to be preserved in the
extended flow sequences. A more detailed description of the.model
is given in the Annex.
The model was tested by generating 50 sequences of flow data
over the period for which.flow records were available at
Talawakanda-and.Randenigala. The historical data at each site
were then tested statistically to see whether they could . have
reasonably come from the population of the 50 generated sequences.
The more important results ef_the_comparison_are.shown_in Table_5.
A statistical significance test indicated that-the null
hypothesis that the historical data could have come from the
population of the generated sequences could not be rejected
at the 5 per cent confidence level in any of the comparisons made.
The model was thus accepted and used to extend the short-term records.
An example of the generated and recorded data is given in the computer
output, shown in Table 6,(Year 1 is 1944/45).
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Tributaries
0 47.64
N 68.88
D 96.29
J 75.15
F 66.19
M 26.52
A 37.53
M 33.54
J 24.09
J 33.25
A 35.68
S 30.05
Annual 47.90
Uma Oya
Annual
COMPARISON OF GENERATED AND HISTORIC DATA
Nbnth mean
O 9.54
N 15.02
D 19.46
J 16.62
F 11.82
M 8.98
A 11.21
M 10.33
J 5.95
J 4.94
A 4.78
S 5.69
Generated flows Historic flows'
(ne/s)
 (E17 s )
standard deviation mean
4.99
6.00
10.49
5.95
10.56
3.57
4.02
4.04
2.29
3.38
4.39
3.59
2.35
1.01
1.69
2.46
2.29
1.65
1.32
0.88
1.29
0.46
0.58
0.45
0.57
TABLE 5
44.98
66.43
92.12
72.45
60.21
24.18
34.81
30.99
27.34
32.71
32.99
28.72
45.66
9.52
14.82
19.73
16.14
12.00
9.01
11.29
10.47
5.91
4.80
4.71
5.72
10 .36 0 .71 10 .34
Notes: Tributaries are the tributaries between
Gurudeniya and Randenigala
The statistics for the generated flows are
taken from a sample of 50 sequences of 18 years.
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Because insufficient data were available, a different approach
had to be adopted for the right bank tributary gauging ståtions and
the Ulhitiya Oya. Given that the long-term yield of the relevant
catchments can be estimated, the problem becomes one of estimating
the distribution of flows within each year and also from year to year.
As the percentage monthly distribution of the flows recorded.
at the gauging stations in the north-east of the study area appeared
to be consistent, these distributions were used to estimate the
'mean monthly flow from the long-term yield at each of the pertinent
sites. We then estimated the variability about the monthly means
by assuming a coefficient of variation of 70 per cent; this value
was based on the limited available data. By analogy with values of
the serial and.cross correlation coefficients calculated earlier
at Gurudeniya and Talawakanda, it was possible to use a version of
the Markov model to generate monthly flows for the Ulhitiya Oya
and the tributaries entering the right bank canal. While the data
thus generated should be used with caution, since the assumptions
made in their derivation are tenuous, we believe that they indicate
the flows that might have oCcurred for the period common to the data
recorded at Gurudeniya. The data are shown in Table 7.
The flow generation model includes å random element with zero
mean and with, variance estimated during the fitting of the model to
the observed records. This ensures that the variance of the flows
about the expected mean is preserved in the generated data. Each
time a flow sequence of  a  given number of years is simulated, the
actual values obtained will be different because of variations in
the sequence of random elements. Each simulated sequence can therefore
be regarded as one realisation from a population of sequences each
of which has basic statistical properties similar to those of the
observed flow sequence. Clearly, the more .simulations that are
performed, the more likely it is that any statistic derived from the
simulated sequence will approach the population.value.
The generated flow data given in Tables 6 and 7 are internally
consistent but they are derived from just one realisation of the model.
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Thus, the results and inferences drawn from a reservoir operation
model that uses this one set of data might be subject to a bias
that occurred entirely by chance. This danger can be reduced by
using a number of sequences of synthetic data and assessing the
sensitivity of the operation model to the different sequences.
Provided little variation is apparent in the output data, subsequent
operational analysis may be restricted to a single sequence.
The flow generation model is designed to preserve -the mean
and variance as well as the correlation structure of the historic data.
Generally, the preservation of these features in the synthetic data will
be sufficient to allow the operation of a reservoir system to be
examined realistically . There may, however, be other statistics
to which given aspects of reservoir operation may be particularly
sensitive. For example, the timing of gate closure for filling a
reservoir towards the end of a wet season may be extremely sensitive
to the rate of recession. Should such unusual sensistivity become
apparent during the early testing of the operation model, consideration
should be given to increasing the sophistication of the flow
generation model to correct such inadequacies.
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FLOOD ANALYSIS
Flood . flow data for the Nbhaweli Ganga catchment were only
available for a limited number of sites with record lengths varying
between 5 and 33 years, thus precluding the use of statistical
methods for estimating spillway design floods. The raingauge
network is very dense over most of the catchment and has been in
operation since about 1880 and thus provides reliable daily data
over a long period. We believe that the most reliable estimate of
the spillway design flood, using the available data, follows from
the conversion of the probable maximum precipitation amo to the
probable maximum flood (PMF) using the unit hydrograph/losses model.
Because the discharge data at Victoria were considered to
be unreliable, they were not used in any of the previous analyses.
However, good data were available for Gurudeniya, about 15 km
upstream of the dam site, and had already been used for the flow
record extension; thesedata, together with the available catchment
rainfall data, were used to derive a unit hydrograph for Gurudeniya.
It was decided to apply this unit hydrograph to the Victoria dam
site catchment.
Rainfall data were available for over twenty large storms whith
covered the whole of the upper Mallaweli catchment. A simplified
moisture maximisation technique was therefore used to estimate the
PNP over the catthment from the data of the largest storm ever
recorded. The unit hydrograph/losses model was then used to convert
the PNP to the PNF.
As  very few rainfall and discharge'data were available for
the Ulhitiya catchment, a synthetic unit hydrograph was derived
using the results from a local study (8) and also the Floods Study
Report (FSR) (9). The design storm was based on a PIT calculated
using Hershfield 's statistical approach, and a storm profile based
on very limited local data. The PNF was then calculated from the
synthetic unit hydrograph and the estimated PNP.
- 18 -
A regional flood frequency curve has been drawn from the observed
flood data at ten sites in or near the study area. Once the mean
annual flood, Q, has been determined from observed records, or from
the catchment characteristics, annual floods of return periods
up to about 50 years can be deduced from the curve. For construction
purposes, the series of observed monthly maximum daily discharges
at two sites were used to investigate the magnitude of short return
period monthly and seasonal flodds.
Derivation  of  the unit hydrographs
The hourly stage readings from Gurudeniya were examined and a
number of well defined flood events chosen for hydrograph analysis.
On examination of the daily rainfall data corresponding to these
events, it appeared that there were only two storms in which both the
flood and rainfall data were suitable.
The catchment rainfall for the storms of 15-17 July 1972 and
26 Nay 1961-were calculated and transformed to hourly data using
the storm profiles recorded at Kandy and Nuwara Eliya. These data
and the corresponding flood discharge hydrographs were used as the
input data to a unit hydrograph separation program that is described
in the FSR. An example of the output from the program is given in
-Table 8, which refers to the 1962.:(flood and shows the derived unit
hydrograph. The derived hydrograph from the 1972 storm was not
satisfactory as there appeared to be some unexplainable discrepancies
between the rainfall and discharge data. The unit hydrograph has
therefore been based on the results from the 1962 storm.
The unit hydrograph thus derived was then tested by using the
rainfall data from a storm in August 1947 to predict the peak
discharge of the corresponding-flood ai Gurudeniya. The predicted
peak of 5715 m3/s (201 800 ft3/s) is consistent with the observed peak
of 5947 m3/s (210 000 fe /s). A further test involved using the
unit hydrograph with the rainfall of a storm in 1972, calculated over
the Victoria gauging station catchment, to predict the corresponding
flood hydrograph. Although the complete flood hydrograph was not
recorded at Victoria, as observations have often been restricted to .
daylight hours alone, sufficient points exist for a comparison to
- 19 -
GURUDENIYA : DERIVED UNIT HYDROGRAPH
TABLE. 8'
90 . 0
5 1 . 0
5 2 . 0 -
5 3 . 0 •  Ote
5 4 . 3   *Ai
5 5 . 0 4. *
5 1/0. 2
•
Se a -.  •
5 9 . 0  •
6 3 . 0 • •  •
4 1 . 3  •
•
6 1 . 3 •  0
. t.4 . 3 ••  •
0 5 . : •• •
•
•
C5 . 3 -  •
•
be made. .In Figure 9 the observed and predicted hydrographs are plotted,
and are comparable in terms of peak discharge and shape. The predicted
peak of the hydrograph is lower than the corresponding recorded
peak at Gurudeniya, but this may be explained by attenuation in the
reach between the two stations.
These two tests give no cause for rejecting the derived unit
hydrograph, and we belieye that it can be used to predict high return
period floods at the Victoria dam site, when used with the storm .
rainfall calculated for the whole catchment.
At Ulhitiya, insufficient data were available to deduce a unit
hydrograph in the conventional way; a synthetic unit hydrograph was
derived from catchment characteristics using empirical relationships
from Snyder (11) and the FSR (9) to estimate the hydrograph time to
peak, T
Snyder's formula gives T as
.3T = C (L.L )°t c
where L is the lehgth from the catchment outlet to the
catchment boundary,
L
c
is the length from the outlet to the nearest point
on the river to the centroid of the catchment,
and Ct is a coefficient.
Here a value of Ct was taken from (8) and the equation gives a time to
peak of 12.28 hours.
The following regression equations for T were derived in the FSR:
T = 20.46 S-°'598
and T = 2.8 (- -)0.47
where T is the time to peak in hours,
is the length of the main stream channel from the
catchment outlet in km,
and S is the slope between the 10 and 85 percentiles of L
in m/km.
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Figure 9
Using these equations, the predicted times to peak are 11.73
and 10.78 hours respectively.
The mean of these three values, 11.60, was used to define the
synthetic triangular unit hydrograph shown in Figure 10 , from the
following equations derived in the FSR:
220
Qp m3/s/100 km2
and • = 2.52 T hoUrsB
where Q16 is the peak discharge in m3/s,
and TB is the time base of the hydrograph in hours.
Analysis  of ex t r eme r a i nf a l l
Estimation of the PNP.by transposition of storms was not
considered for this study due to the unique topographic and climatic
conditions of the upper Nhhaweli catchment. Instead the largest
recorded storm was analysed and used to estimate the PMP by a simplified
method of moisture maximization . NUch 'of the data for the folloWing
analysis of moisture maximization has been taken from an unpublished
paper (12). From a study of the isohyetal map of the period corres-
ponding to 'the south-west monsoon, it was realised that the heaviest
rainfall is generally recorded at Watawala. It was therefore assumed
that the daily rainfall at this raingauge could be used to indicate .
the occurrence of heavy rainfall within the catchment. Days on which
more than 5 inches of rain fell were considered  as  storms, and during
the period 1911 to 1971 there were 190 such events.
The corresponding falls at 5 other stations, namely Kandy;
Hatton, Nuwara Eliya, Whtagoda and New Forest were then extracted
from the daily records. The mean of the falls at the six stations
was then taken as an index of the catchment rainfall, in order to
select the 30 heaviest storms for further analysis. Isohyetal maps
for each storm were then drawn using the daily data from 32 raingauges
- 21 -
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Figure 10
within the catchment. The August 1947 storm was the heaviest of
these storms; the extent of the storm can be seen in Figure.6,
and the isohyets are shown in Figure 11—
It was decided to use the 1947 storm to estimate the PNP at
Victoria as it was widespread over the catchments, it was the
heaviest storm on record, and it produced the largest recorded
floods on the upper Nhhaweli catchments. The storm was therefore
the closest recorded storm to the PMP. Data from the climatological
stations at Kandy and Nuwara Eliya were used for the analysis of
moisture maximization which is described briefly.
Generally, a storm can be maximised with respect to wind
speed, storm efficiency ot moisture content, but because of the
extreme nature of the 1947 storm, we have assumed its wind speed
and efficiency to be typical of the maximum possible. The problem
was therefore reduced to one of maximising the moisture content alone.
The method of moisture maximisation assumes that the ratio of
the maximum dew point ever recorded to the dew point recorded in
a given storm is equal to the ratio of the maximum ever precipitable
water to the precipitable water of that storm. The rainfall for
an extreme storm can then be multiplied by the corresponding dew
point ratio to give an estimate of the PNP. This method, which is
described in more detail in the Nhnual for the Estimation of PNP (13)
also relies on nomograms .from Wiesner (14).
A more rigorous method often used for calculating the PMP for
orographic rainfall involves the use of a dynamic meteorological
model that requires climatological and windspeed data at different
altitudes. Such data were not available, so this approach was not
attempted. The storm mhximisation outlined above however gives a
reasonable, albeit low, estimate of the PNP as no maximization of
the storm efficiency or windspeed has been attempted.
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The PNP 'over the catchment to the Victoria dam was calculated
from the isohyets of the August 1947 storm multipiied by a maximising
ratio determined using-data from Kandy and NUwara Eliya, shown in
Table 9.
Hershfield's (10) statistical method was also used to estimate
the 1-day PNP, and provides an upper bound estimation from the
equation
1-day PNP = i + Kt a
where i is the mean of the series of annual maxiMum daily
rainfall at a given station,
a is the standard deviation of the series,
and Kt is a constant, often taken as 15.
Two long-term (61 years) series of data were available for Kandy
and Nuwara Eliya, and were used with a value of Kt = 15 to give
estimates of 640 mm and 678 mm respectively at the two stations.
These results are compared with the results of moisture maximisation
in Table 9.
An estimate of the 1000 year storm at Victoxia was made-from
the 1000 year 1-day rainfall for the Gurudeniya catchment, which had
been calculated previously from statistical analysis of the rainfall
data (12). The corresponding rainfall over the dam site catchment
was estimated using the ratio 'of the long-term mean annual catchment
rainfalls. We consider that the 1-day 1000 year rainfall would
underestimate the critical 1000 year storm for the catchment; we have
therefore assumed that a storm duration of 2 days would be more realistic
for deriving the 1000 year flood. An estimate of the 2-day
catchment rainfall was made consequently based on storms recorded
over twO days.
Flooding on the Ulhitiya Oya occurs largely during the horth-
east monsoon, thus maximization of the 1947 storm which resUlted from
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Station
ESTIMATES OF THE 1-DAY PMP
Maximum recorded PMP
rainfall Storm maximization Hershfield
(Imn) (in) (nun) (in) (m ) (in)
TABLE 9
the south-west monsoon would be inappropriate. Nbreover as the rain--
gauge network in this region is sparse, and adequate climatological
data are not available, the technique of storm maximization could not
be used.
Instead, the 42 year records of daily rainfall from Horaborawewa
and Bibile, which are close to the Ulhitiya catchment, were used to
estimate the 1-day PNP by Hershfield's method. Taking a value of
Kt = 15 (see above), the point 1-day PMP for Ulhitiya was taken
as the mean of the estimates at the two stations, and gives a 1-day
PNP of 732 mm. To calculate the 1-day areal  PNP ,  this number
has to be multiplied by an areal reduction factor. Insufficient
data were available to allow this factor to be calculated. However,
experience in other parts of the world suggested that a value of
0.8 would be appropriate.
De s i g n r a i nf a l l
A choice of duration and time distribution or profile of the
rainfall must be made to .specify the design storm. At Victoria the
catchment PNP has been estimated from an observed storm. The
profile of the  PNP  was consequently based on the recorded profile
of the 1947 storm at NUwara Eliya, as these were the only short duration
data available for that time. The duration of ale storm was similarly
fixed as the duration of the 1947 storm. Similar assumptions were
made for the profile of the 1000 year storm.
For Ulhitiya, we have had to make other simplifying assumptions,
concerning the design storm. In the absence of local information
comparing the 1-day and 2-day falls for various return periods, a
single storm duration of 24 hours was chosen. A storm profile was
deduced from the available depth-duration-frequency curves (2), and
combined with an areal reduction factor of 0.8 to define the design
storm .
.• ••  ••• • ••••• r ••• •• •• •• •• • •
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Unit hydrograph convolution program
A program described in the FSR calculates and prints out the
convolution of net rainfall and unit hydrograph ordinates for a
given design storm and unit hydrograph under a variety of conditions.
These conditions tyPically concern baseflow , the wetness of the
catchment at the start of the storm and the percentage runoff during
the storm; they are referenced in the program  as  ANSF (average
non-separated flow), CWI (catchment wetness index) and SPR (standard
percentage runoff).respectively.
ANSF was determined from a long recession that was recorded
immediately before a large flood. For the analysis  of  extreme floods,
it iS usually assumed that the catchment is wet at the start of the
storm; CWI has been chosen at a conservative value with this in
mind. The percentage runoff is also chosen to reflect the extreme
nature of the events under consideration, and is usually deduced from
observed data.
Spillway design floods
the two design storms discussed above were used as input data
to the convolution program to estimate the probable maximum flood
from the probable maximum precipitation.
At Victoria, a percentage runoff of 70 per cent was used,
compared with the observed 56 per cent in'August 1947, and produced
the computer output given in Table 10; the hydrograph is illustrated
in Figure 12. The peak discharge is estimated as 9510 m3/s (335,800
ft3/s) and the hydrograph has a time base of 141 hours. Although the
time base is long, the characteristics of the storm and the flood
hydrograph (ie, a long time base and multiple peaks) closely resembles
the large storms that tend to occur during the south-west monsoon.
At Ulhitiya the flood peak was 4160 m3/s (about 146,900  f e / s )
with a time base of 47. hours. The output is given in Table 11,
and the resulting hydrograph illustrated in Figure 13.
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PROBABLE MAXIMUNFFLOOD AT VICTORIA
APPLICA TI ON OF P ROBAB LE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION TO UN IT HY DR OS
VICTORIA PROBABL E MAXIMU M FLOOD.
PERCENTAG E RUNOF F IN CREASIN G THRO UGH STORM WIT H CW I
AREA (SO .KM .) 1891 .0
DATA INTERVAL (HR ) 1 .0
DESIGN D URAT IO N (MR ) 75 .0
TOTAL RAIh (MM ) 766.5
PERCEN TAGE RUNOF F 70 .1
ANSF (CU M(CS PER SO .K M .) .13 70
CWI AT S TA RT OF STORM 200 .0
CO NVOLUTION OF UNIT HYDROGRAPH AND NE T RAIN PROF ILE
TABLE.,  l a -
TABLE 10
(c ont i nued ... . . )
CURVATURE AROUND PEAK = - 2 6 9 . .2 2 4
TABLE BY
(cont i nued . . . . )
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PROBABLE  MAXIMUM
 FLOOD AT ULHITIYA
APPLICATION OF PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIP ITA TION TO UNIT HYDROG
ULH ITIA PROBABLE MAXIMUM FLOOD
PERCENTAGE RUNOFF INCREASING THROUGH STORM WITH CWI
.
ANSI' (CUMECS PER 50.1(96) .0277
CWI AT START OF STORM 200.0
2ONVOLUTION OF UNIT HyDROGR APH .AND NET RAIN PROFILE
CURVATURE  AROUND PEAK  .7
 195.046
TABLE II
PROBABLE MAXIMUM FLOOD AT ULHITIYA
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Figure 13
The 1000 year flood at Victoria dam site was also calculated
from the 1000 year 2-day rainfall whose derivation is discussed
above. The resulting hydrograph is given in Table 12 and gives
a peak discharge .of 6431 m3/s. This is comparable with the peak
of 5947 m3/s recorded at Gurudeniya for the storm of August 1947..
These estimates of the PMF for the Victoria and Ulhitiya dams
can be used for feasibility design. The analysis at Ulhitiya was
made using a number of simplifying assumptions, concerning both the
unit hydrograph and the rainfall estimates; the results must
therefore be used with full consideration of the limitations inherent
in the methods used.
Although the flood estimates for Victoria are based on more
rigorous analysis, it must be emphasised that the derivation of the
unit hydrograph relied on the rating curve at GUrudeniya whose validity
at high flows may be doubtfUl. Nevertheless, we believe that .the
results quoted in this section are the best than can be made from the
available data.
Mean a nnua l f l ood
The mean annual flood, Q, at a site is defined as the arithmetic
mean of the recorded series of annual maximum instantaneous discharges.
Annual maximum series were available at ten gauging stations within the
study area and the calculated Q at each of these sites is given in Table
13.
Although there is an apparent discrepancy between the (71
calculated for Randenigala and the_upstream gauges at Peradeniya and
Gurudeniya, this can be partly explained by the fact that the shorter
period of record at Randenigala only starts in 1955. The record
therefore does not include the maximum flood eVer recorded at both
Peradeniya and Gurudeniya that occurred in 1947. Nevertheless, it is
possible that the floods atRandenigala are underestimated but on
balance,  a s  it seemed preferable to use all the available records, the
Randenigala flood records have been accepted.
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100 0 YEAR FUDOD AT VI CTORI A
APPLICATION OF 1000 YEAR RAINFALL TO unIT HYDROGRAPHS.
VICTORIA : 1947 FLOOD PROFILE ON AN ESTIMATED 2-DAY RAINFALL.
PERCENTAGE RUN OFF INCREASING THROUGH STORK WITH CWI
AREA (SO .FM .) 1891.0 '
DATA IN TERVAL (HR ) 1.0
DESIGN DURATION (HR ) 75 .0
TOTAL RAIN (NM ) 519.4
PERCENTAGE RuNOFF 60.0
ANSF (CUMECS PER SC.8M,) .1370
CNI AT START OF STORM 200.0
CONVOLUTION OF. uNIT .HYDROGRAPH AND NET RAIN PROFILE
TABLE 12
TABLE 12
(con t i nued . . . . )
CURVATURE AROUND REAR = - 17 3 . 4 18
TABLE 12
(c ont i nued . . . . )
RECORDED
 MEAN
 ANNUAL FLOODS
TABLE 13
River Station Area Mean catd mient Mean ainual
( 012) rainfall '(mm)
-flood
(m s/s)
Mahaweli Ganga Peradeniya 1189 3118 1259
I I I I Gurudeniya 1417 2934 1413
I I TT Randendgala 2370 2713- 913
I I I I Manampitiya 7340 2504 3084
Hulu Ganga Teldeniya 161 3273 252
Galmal Oya Moragamulla 73 2731 14 7
Uma Oya Talawakanda 50 5 2064 295
Maha Oya Hanguranketa 105 2553 22 7
Gallodai  Ar u 223 2144 133
Maduru eya 453 2173 355
At ungauged sites, Qcan be estimated from a relationship
between the observed flood series and catchment characteristics.
For this analysis we have used the ten stations given in Table 13
to derive the form of the regional relationship using correlation
analysis between Q, and catchment area and rainfall.
The results of the regression analysis are given in Table 14,
and lead to the following prediction equation:
. 3.846. A0.668. R1.837
x 10-6
where Q is the mean annual flood in m3/s
A is the catthment area in km2
and R is the mean annual catchment rainfall in mm.
The standard error of the equation is 0.129 in logarithmic
form or +34 per cent, -26 per cent in multiplicative form. The mean
annual flood, Qis calculated as 1304 m3/s and 224 m3/s for the
victoria and Ulhitiya dam sites respectively . At Gurudeniya , the
observed flood is 1413 mV s, and the predicted flood 1148 m3/s, giving
a ratio of observed to predicted of 1.23. In order to maintain
consistency with the observed Qat Gurudeniya we consider that the
predicted Qat Victoria should beadjustedby this ratio. The
estimated Mean annual flood at Victoria is therefore 1604 m3/s.
Regional flood frequency curve
When a flood, Q(T), of moderate return period,T years is required
for design purposes, it may be determined either by statistical
analysis of a sufficiently long series of recorded floods at the site
or it may be deduced from the mean annual flood, 0 and the regional
flood frequency curve. This is generally a composite curve in which
the ratio Q(T)/() is plotted 'against the return period T; the use of
this type of curve is described in detail in the FSR.
Briefly, once the regional curve has been drawn, and the Q
calculated from the data or estimated using the prediction equation,
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No. of
variables Name Coeff seb
REGRESSION OF ON AREA (A) AKN EANANNUAL RAINFALL
TABLE 14
r2 see Const. Mutt:.
Notes: Coeff is the regression coefficient in an equation of the
form = constant A!Di .Rb2,
seb is the standard error of estimate of b,
is Student's t statistic,
r and
r2 are the coefficients of multiple correlation and
determination,
see is the standard error of estimate of the relationship;
the factorial standard error of estimate is the anti-
logarithm of see,
Const. is the intercept of the regression equation
MUlt. is the antilogarithm of Const. for use in the
multiplicative form.
Q(T)  can be inferred. And although it is obviously essential to
use this approach at sites with short or no records, it can also be
useful at sites where the records are long enough for conventional
statistical analysis.
Experience in different parts of the world has shown that the
variations between different sample periods of a single record are
similar to the variations between the records at different stations
within a region. A composite regional flood frequency curve therefore
gives a more reliable relationship between  Q(T)  and 0 than the simple
extrapolation of the flood frequency curve at a station with a short
record.
A regional curve has been constructed from the ten series
of annual maximum floods at the sites in or near the project area
that are given in Table 15 together with the corresponding Q.
 It is
important to note that in several cases, the series included an
outlier which will affect the calculated mean. Each record was
converted into a dimensionless series Q/Q and the individual
events ranked in ascending order. The plotting position, y., thati •
corresponds to the flood of rank i in the series, was esimated from
the Gringorten formula, which is given by:
and
F - i - 0.44.  N + 0.12
yi = -ln -ln F.
where F. is the plotting position expressed aS a probability,
is the rank of the event,
and N is the number of events in the series.
These floods were then grouped into ranges of y(-1.5 to -1.0 etc),
and the mean values of y and the ratio  QM
 calculated for each range.
By using these calculated means, it was possible to define the
regional curve up to a value of y = 4:0, or a return period of
about 50 years. The curve may then be tentatively extended further by
-plotting the four highest individual values of  Q/ 0- as being the four
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STATIONS USED TO DERIVE THE
REGIONAL FLOOD FREQUENCY CURVE
TABLE 15
Note: Qmax is the peak discharge recorded at each station .
highest events taken from a sample population of 207.
A general extreme value curve given by
Q/ O  = u + a(1-e-ky)
with values of
fits these points well. This curve, shown in Figure 14, can be used
to deduce  QM  for rivers in the region for return periods of up to
about SO years.
Construction floods
For construction purposes, it is necessary to estimate the
probability of exceedance of  a  flood of given magnitude during an
individual calendar month or season. Ideally, this could be deduced
from analysis of monthly and seasonal instantaneous discharges,  Q.
These data were not immediately accessible from the Irrigation
Department files, but as the monthly maximum average daily flows,
q, are tabulated for each gauging station, the latter have been used
instead. The two long-term gauging stations at Gurudeniya and on the
Gallodai Aru were chosen as the most suitable stations for construction
flood analysis at the Victoria and Ulhitiya dam sites respectively.
The frequency distributions of the series of annual maximum
average daily flows at each gauging station were first compared with
the distribution .defined by the regional flood frequency curve. Each
series was ranked, and the magnitude of each event in the series
expressed as a fraction of its mean. The individual points were
then plotted and the resulting frequency distribution compared with
the regional curve (Figure 14). As there was good agreement between
the curves, we have assumed that the distribution of the monthly and
seasonal average daily discharges will also be similar to the corres-
ponding series of instantaneous discharges.
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In Table 16 the means of the series of monthly maximum average
daily flows, q, are given for Gurudeniya and the Gallodai Aru,
together with the maximum average daily flow recorded in each month.
These records suggest that there is a four month period from
January to April when the mean, and maximum, floods at Gurudeniya
were considerably lower than during the rest of the year. A similar
dry period on the Gallodai Aru occurs from May to September.
It follows that for .each river the probability of a flood of
given magnitude being exceeded during the dry season will be lower
than during the rest of the year. Consequently the monthly and
seasonal exceedance probabilities were estimated separately for the
dry season on each river. Thus for each month of its dry season,
the q at Gurudeniya were ranked and plotted. A Gumbel Type 1
extreme value distribution was then fitted to the points by eye as
a .straight line. The probability of non-exceedance for floods whose
magnitude is a given fraction of the mean annual maximum average
daily flow, was then determined for each month. The seasonal
probability of non-exceedance may then be estimated as the product
of the monthly probabilities. The monthly and.seasonal probabilities
of exceedance can then be deduced; these are expressed in terms of
return period in Table 17 and are shown graphically in Figure 15:
On the Gallodai Aru, zero flows have been recorded for  a
number of months during its dry season. Consequently, a graphical
analysis of the monthly maximum average daily flows was not possible.
The series of maximum flows from the whole dry season was used instead,
and following the analysis described above, gives the results shown
in Table 18 and Figure 16.
During the dry season, the magnitude of a flood of given
return period at each Site can then be found from the appropriate
graph (Figure 15 for Victoria and.Figure 16 for Ulhitiya) in terms
of the mean annual flood Q that has been calculated earlier. During
the remainder of the year, May to December at Victoria and October
to April at Ulhitiya, we have assumed that the annual flood has an
equal probability of occurring at any time; the regional flood frequency
curve (Figure 14) should then be used.
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GURUDENIYA
M N111LY MAXIMUM AVERAGE DAILY FLOWS
(ms/s)
TABLE 16
0 N D M M S Annual
Mean 402 296 333 120 74 76 118 261 395 371 388 321 859
Maximum
recorded 1066 792 2921 427 224 308 262 1000 1817 1932 3427 1124 2921
GALLODAI ARU
Mean 11 30 69 62 42 12 11 86
Maximum
recorded .82 62 309 96 260 64 54 17 17 28 17 12 309
ANALYSIS OF MONTHLY AND SEASONAL FLOODS
AT GURUDENIYA
Note: 4
 isdefined as the mean annual maximum average daily flow
TABLE 17
0.25 x 4
Jan Feb Mar Apr Season
(Jan-Apr)
Prob. of non-exceedanCe 0.8476 0.9730 0.9581 0.9318 0.7363
Prob. of exceedance 0.1524 0.0270 0.0419 0.0.682 0.2637
Return period (years) 6.6 37.0 23.9 14.7 3.79
0.30 x
Prob. of non exceedance 0.9090 0.9884 0.9794 0.9703 0.8538
Prob. of exceedance 0.0910 0.0116 0.0206 0.0297 0.1462
Return period (years) 11.0 86.2 48.5 33.7 6.84
0.35 x
Prob. of non exceedance 0.9438 0.9951 0.9903 0.9872 0.9182
Prob. of exceedance 0.0562 0.0049 0.10097 0.0128 0.0818
Return period (years) 17.8 204 103 78.1 12.2
0.40 x 4
Prob. of non exceedance 0.9655 0.9980 0.9953 0.9948 0.9541
Prob . of exceedance 0.0345. 0.0020 0.0047 0.0052 0.0459
Return period (years) 29.0 500 213 192 21.8
la
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FLOODS AT VICTORIA
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Figure 15
ANALYSIS OF SEASONAL FLOODS ON THE
GALLODAI ARU
Note: 4 is defined as the mean annual average daily flow
TABLE 18
FLOOD FREQUENCY CURVE FOR CONSTRUCTION
FLOODS AT ULHITIYA
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A simplified triangular unit hydrograph can be used to deduce the
hydrograph or shape of a given construction flood at Victoria.
From estimates of the catchment rainfall and storm runoff for a short
return period flood, a unit hydrograph was deduced with the following
characteristics:
T , time to peak 14 hours
T
B time of base 33 hours.
W ing a value of = 1605 m3/s we can estimate the 20 year and 10
year annual floods at Victoria as 3690 m/s and 2900  MYs  respectively.
From T and T
B the corresponding hydrographs can be found as illustrated
in Figure 17.
This analysis is intended to provide a guide from which the
risks of flooding during construction at either site can be assessed;
the results of the analysis should therefore be used uith caution and
even then only up to return periods of 25 years.
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SUMMARY AND RECCMMENDATIONS
We consider that the monthly flow data given in Tables 6 and 7,
and the spillway design floods given in Tables 10 and 11, should be
used as the hydrological data for preliminary engineering design.,
The information in these tables is the best that could be derived
from the data in the limited time available for the study. There
aie however a number of limitations in the quality and accuracy of the
basic data which could be overcome easily. We include some
recOmmendations, which apply mainly to the measurement of extreme
events, and which would help achieve this aim
The importance of verifying the extrapolation of the rating
curves of all the gauging stations cannot be over-emphasised,
because the reliable estimation of high flows is Vital for both
reservoir yield and operational analysis as well as flood design.
It is clearly impossible to gauge floods safely or accurately
on the Mahaweli Ganga without cableway and suspended current meter
installations. But it is possible to estimate peak discharges by
using a relationship such as Manning's equation. Such an approach
involves a survey of the river cross-section and measuring the slope
of the water surface either from points defined during the flood
or later from flood debris. This information is used with an
estimate of roughness coefficient, determined H orn previous gaugings
at lower floWs or by analogy with published data, to calculate
the surface velocity of the peak flow; it may also be possible to
measure the velocity during the flood with simple floats. This
type of investigation is relatively simple and would enable the
extrapolated rating curves to be verified.
It is clear that any major changes in the rating curve for high
flows at Gurudeniya might modify the ordinates of the derived unit
hydrograph and hence alter the magnitude of the spillway design and
1000 year floods given in Tables 10 and 12. These results rely on a
simplified approach to the estimation of the Probable Maximum Precipitation
using moisture maximization. A more detailed meteorological analysis
would enable this work to be verified before the final engineering
designs are made. We would however expect any revisions to Tables
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10 and 12 resulting from more detailed meteorological analysis to
be minor.
The estimated monthly flows on the Ulhitiya Oya and the right-
bank tributaries are based on extremely limited data and rely an
several very general assumptions. The yield and flow Characteristics
of these rivers should be verified as soon as possible by stage
measurements and gaugings.
Moreover the spillway design flood at Ulhitiya (Table 11) is
based on further assumptions. Although these have been made from
all the available local information, the design flood had nevertheless
to be based on empirical relationships. In particular, the estimates
of catchment lag, as well as the design storm depth and duration,
should be verified. be therefore recommend that either a recording
gauge should be installed, or that hourly gauge readings should be
re-started, at a suitable point on the Ulhitiya Oya. Such a programme
of data collection is vitally important and the costs incurred would
be very small“in comparison to the total costs of the scheme.
Although there is a sparse network of raingauges and no
climatological stations in this north eastern part of the study
area, itprovements in the collection of rainfall and evaporation data
are not so critical in the short term. In view of the extensive
areas to be developed for irrigation, it would be desirable to consider
the installation of a climatological station in this region at an
early date. During the period between the presentation of this report
and the dam construction, particular emphasis should be placed on the
measurement of intense, short-duration rainfall. SuCh information
would enable the design storm, and hence the PMF, to be determined more
precisely.
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The model chosen for extending the data is a multivariate
'lag-one Mhrkov model. This type of model enables cross-correlations
between concurrent flows at a number of gauging stations (ie, lag -
zero cross correlations), as well as lag-one serial correlations
within the individual station records, to be preserved in the extended
flow sequences. For n sites the model equation takes the general
matrix form:
X = A X + B e
—t — —t-1
where  X
t is an (n x 1) vector of standardised values at time t,
A and B are (n x n) matrices containing the parameters of
the model,
and  e
t
is an (n x 1) vector of independent random elements.
Assuming that the matrix A is diagonal and that the matrix B has
a lower triangular form, the model equation for three sites can be
written in full as:
b exxt = a11 xt-1 11 t
ANNEX
Yt = a22 Yt-1 1)21c b22c3rt
+ b EX + b ey + b ezzt = a33 zt-1 31 t 32 t 33 t
where xt' yt and •zt are the flows at each of the three sites
at time t,
and xt is the long-term record.
The lag-one serial correlation for each flow series is preserved by the
elements of the A matrix and the lag-zero cross correlations between
the series are maintained through the elements of the B matrix.
As this type of analysis can only be 'applied to what are known as
stationary series, seasonal effects have to be removed. Before this
can be done, a logarithmic transformation is applied to the basic
flow data, q
t
, to give  a  normalised series  Q  where  Q  is given by:
t'
Q
t
= log
e
q
t
The transformed flows in month i, ie the  Qi, are then standardised
by removing the mean (pi) and standard deviation (ai) to give  4
as follows:
xi (Q1 -  PI)
ai
The lag-zero cross correlations and lag-one serial correlations
were calculated for each month of the common period between the stations .
The corresponding correlation coefficients were also calculated for
the lumped series of monthly flows at each station. It was found that,
with the exception of one value, the monthly coefficients were not
significantly different from the coefficients of the lumped series
at the 95 per cent confidence limits. The exception was the serial
correlation coefficient ai Talawakanda for the period September to
October. We therefore decided to split the year into two periods to
take account of this fact.
The matrices A and B were then calculated separately for the
periods November to August, and September to October. The A matrix
contains the lag-one serial correlation coefficients as its diagonal
terms, and thus preserve's the serial correlation in the generated
series.
The calculation of the elements of the B matrix is more involved,
and relies on the equation:
B BT = Mo - A MoT A
where Mb is the lag-zero cross correlation matrix,
and the superscript T denotes the transpose of the matrix.
From knowledge of "the elements of the (B BT) matrix, the elements
_ _
of B, which is assumed to be lower triangular, can then be calculated.
When generating the extended flow records, the equations quoted
above can be rearranged, and become:
e
t
= (x
t
- a x )/b11 t-1 11
Yt = a22Yt-1 1)21c b22cYt
r
z
t
= a33zt-1 + b31'x b cy b czt 32 t 33 t
thus making use of the long-term record, xt.
The elements cY and ct were generated as pseudo random numbers,
taken from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance, to
account for the unexplained variance in the extended flaws. Once the
yt and zt had been extended to cover the period of the xt, the
individual values were then transformed to have the historic mean
and variance of the recorded data.
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INTRODUCT ION
BACKGROUND TO REQUE ST
1 .1 The Governm ent of Malawi has requested a 2/3 month  a s s i g n me n t  by a
consultant hydrogeologist for the purpose of formulating appropriate
studies which will enable the groundwater resources of the coun try
to be evaluated . In view of the broad terms of reference for an
assignment of quite short duration:, a preliminary visit by .the writer
was deemed advisable _to review the circumstances and to identify the
scope of the p rob lem .
2 .1 Groundwater is currently utilised from drilled boreholes (3500-0 ,
numerous shallow dug wells and-oceasional springs. Wells are drilled
or dug in accordance with local requirements and although there are
no significant occUrrences of supply fl eficiency due to demand , in
certain areas , e .g . the Rift Scarp , suitable borehOle sites  are  dif-
ficult to locate . Boreholes and wells are generally scattered and
although ab straction has not been quantified , it is unlikely to be
in excess  of .recharge except perhap s locally . U sage is m ainly  ... _ _ —
for domestic water supply and it has been estimated by the World
health Organ isation (Water Supp ly and Sewerage Sector Study , Republic ,
of Malaw i , 1978) that 70% of urban dwellers and 30% of thn ural
pop ulation has acce ss to pro tected services . During the next few
years , it is intended to extend these facilities and by 1980 it is
anticipated that 50% Of the rural populatiOn will have such access .
A particular emphasis at the present time is being placed on piped
gravity systems and on a shallow hand dug well programm e by self help
m ethods . There is concern in Government ov er the co sts of drilling
and maintenance . of boreholes and the emphasis on the two alternative
m ethods of supply referred to above reflects this attitude .
2 .2 An important recommendation in the 1978 WHO report (op .cit) ,is for the
formulation of a National Water Resources Master Plan . The plan 'must
consider both ground and surface water supplie s and will requ ire an
adeqUate know ledge of resource availab ility and estimates of co st/
benefits of utilisation in order to obtain proper comparison s . There
.will be some 'difficulties in obtaining sufficient in form ation on
groundwater resources . The supply aquifers are m ostly low yielding
and neterogeneous and co sts of exploration tend to be high relative
to the return . Adequate investig ations may be difficu lt to ju stify
in economic term s unless a high dem and can be recognised (e .g . indus-
trial , municipal supply , irrigation)., in areas where no obv ious alter -
native supply source ex ists .
2 .3 The information required for planning m ay- be provisionally sub -divided
into short w ini.long term requiremen ts although there is not wholly a
clear distinction between the two . Short term aspects relate mainly
to provision of preliminary resource assessments and poSsible improve-
m ents of current developmen t practices , considerations of which might
significantly affect immediate planning .
(l) short term requirements : an analysis of bo reho les and dug wells
to include considerations of sit ing , drilling/digg ing , completion and
pumping equipm ent , water quality and productivity in relation to de-
m and etc . with a view to op tim ising benefits and reducing co sts to a
m inim um ; broad resource assesmaen ts using existing hydrolog ical and
climatological data combined with well water lev el record s and ab strac-
tion estim ates .
(ii) Long term requirements : determination o f means to make most
effective assessment of available groundwater resources consistent with
the econom ics of planned usag e . Procedural methods w ill clearly in-
clude an alysis of available record data , studieS on m ethodology and
detailed resoUrce evaluation of areas where the information is most
needed .
2 .4 A hrief'note on the occurrenc e of groun dwater  in  Malawi fo llow s below ;',
During the planned assignm ent , it m ay be feasible to initiate some
relevan t studieS , particularly on the analytical aspect s , as well as
to formulate p lan s for .the m ain programme .
ITINERARY
3 .1 The writer arrived in Blantyre on April 7th and departed for London on
April 21st. Field visits were m ade to the Central Lilongwc-Kasungu
region , the Centra l Lake Shore area and Bwanje valley , Mlanje and the
Lower Shire . Discussion s were held with the following p eople and their
asSistance is gratefully acknowledged . Particular acknowledg ement m ust
be m ade to Mr . Patrick Marcello of the G eological Survey who made all
local arrangements and accompanied the writer throughout th e visit .
(i) Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources (M .A .N .R .)
Lieadtauarters at Lilongwe .
P . Brown , Deputy Secretary
Mr . Sekwese , Senior Project Officer in P lanning Sect ion
Mr . Kalua , Principal AdM inistration Officer
A .N . Mandeville , Pricipal Hydro logist of Water Resources Div ision
Mr . Kindena , Project Manager of the Central Region Lake Shore
Project , Salima .
(ii) Geologidal Survey Department ,(M .A .N .R .) , Zomba .
N .J . Crow , Superintending Geologist
F .W .P . Chapusa , Senior Geologist
F .R .M . Phiri , Senior Geo log ist
R .R . Muma , deolog ist
P .J . Marcello , Geolog ist
G . Kayira , Geologist
N .Y . Mwenda , Senior Laboratory A ssistant
A .G . Mwangande , Drilling ,Superintendent
W .R . Gibson , Driller
T .E . Cnamley , Senior Wells Maintenan ce Officer (and other staff
in the two Borehole Maintenance team s v isited at
Salin a and Htgabu)
(iii) Ministry of Commun ity Development and Social Affairs , Lilongwe .
Mr . Robertson , 'Senior Eng ineer
(iv ) British . High Ca mnission .
(v) Sh ire Valley Agricultural Developm ent Project , Ngabu .
J .H . Stael , Resident Hydrologist
(vi) Private Drilling Contractor .•
Drilling Superv iser in Kasungu Region
4 . bA IN AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH WATER SUPPLY.
4 .1 Administration 
(i) Water Resources Board '(i4AWR). L icen ces ab stractions . Has rep -
resentatives of various Government Department s , agricultural in-
terests and Users .
4 .2 Investigation 
•r . Clapham , F irst Secretary (A id)
M . Todd , Eng ineering Adviser.
(I) Water Resources Division (MANR) . Executive branch of the WRIli
in P ractice c o n c e r n e d  aLmost ex clusively with surface water
odcUrrence and m ain activity at present  c o n c e r n s  m aintenance
of gauging network .
(ii) Geoleg ical Survey Dep artm ent  (MANR ) .  Bo reho le drilling either
•with own equipm ent or by licen se to private contractor .
(iii) Water Project Section of the Ministry of Commun ity Development
and Social Welfare . Gravity p iped water supolies and shal low
wells usirXJ self help methods .
4 .3 Develosu en t , Operation and Maintenan ce
(i) Various local Water Boards (Blantyre and Lilongwe).
(ii) Ministry of Work s and SupPlies (MWS)
(iii) District_Councils
(iv ) Gaological Survey DUp artment (MANR ) . Borehole m aint enance
5 . MALAWI : GENERAL
5 .1 Malawi is long and narrow with a to tal land area .of 94 ,000 km 2 and a
pop ulation of over 5 m illion . Agriculture is the m ain economy occup ying
some 85% of the labour force and contribu ting som e 50% of the GNP .
The climate is tropical continental with a dry Season from May to
November . The greater p art of Malawi (c . 60 %) has a rainfall between
750 and 1000 mm , 35% in excess of 1000 mm and 5% less  t h a n .  750 mm .
5 .2 There are three distinct physiographic stib-divisions Which include
(i) the Rift Valley and Lake Malawi (elev ation less than 500 m etres
above mean sea level) , (ii) the h igh Plateaux (1200 to exceeding 1500
m etres above m ean sea level)and (iii) the dissected Rift Scarp .
5 .3 Malawi is largely underlain by cry stalline m etamorphic and igneou s
ro cks with other consolidated rock s limited to m inor occurren ce s of
Karroo sediments and volcan ics . There are variable th icknesses of
Post-Karroo alluvial deposits occurring m ainly within the Rift V alley .
Su rface co lluv ium and weathering m aterials are thickest on the bro ad
up land Pla teaux and thin .to absent on the eroded Rift Scarp reg ion .
5.4 Surface water occurrences include Lakes Malawi , Malomb e and Chilwa .
Perennial rivers include the Shire and certain river s draining from .
the highland areas of Mlanje and Nyika . Elsewhere surface flow is
mostly ephemeral .
6 . GROUNDWATER OCCURRENCE
6 .1 Rainfall in Malaw i is fair to good and m aintains a continuous vegeta-
tive cover and recharges the shallow aquifers (300 feet) within the
weathered bedrock/colluvium and th e rift valley alluvial sequences .
There are no deep aquifers of any significance , po ssib ly excluding
buried Karroo rock s (notably the volcanics) in the Lower Shire and
also the deeper alluvium in the Lower Sh ire . The shallow aquifers
bonave in either 'unconfined or leaky artesian fash ion . ..T he m ain
aquifers are not very perm eable and consequently are not very p ro -
ductive . Possible exc ep tions may occur,J ocally in the alluvial
sequen ce s b ut inform ation is lacking . water quality is m ainly good
to fair except in locations in the Lower Sh ire . Water qu ality in
the deep alluvial sequences could well be saline .
6 .2 Groundwater occurrence can most conveniently be con sidered in relat ion
to the three m ain physiographic sub -divisions .
6 .2 .1 Alluvial deposits of the Rift V alley . These include sand , silts , clay s
and occasional gravels . The vertical profile is variable w ith a t en -
dency for the deposits to become finer grained down grad ient from
source , i .e . toward s the lake shore or Shire river . Dissolved so lid s
in the ground waters ihcrease in amount down gradient and m ay lo cally
becom e excessive where recharg e rates are low (notab ly in th e Shire
valley ), or other contributory conditions occur .
6 .2.2 The Rift Scarp Feature .. On the dissected scarp , soil cover and other
weathering products are .thin and aquifers occur with in the thin
weathering sequence or fractured bedrock . Run-off is high on .th e
steep slop es and recharge in consequence of this featu re and the poor
infiltration capacity of the thin soil and rock outcrop s is low .
Aquifers tend therefore to be poor and discontinuou s.
6 .2 .3 On the Highland Plateaux , aquifers-occur within th e th icker w eathering
products and the fractured bedrock . The Weathered zone may exceed 100
feet in thickness. Basement rocks are commonly isoclinally folded
with steep dips. Zones of relatively high permeability forming the more
productive aquifer units appear to occur with elongated form , oft en
severll wiles in extent. The feature may relate to bedded sequences
within bedrock formations, e .g . quartzites , or to elongated fracture
zones. There is.a distinct vertical sequence with graded horizons
as follows
Laterite soils - several .metres
2. Clays more or less sandy , of variable thickness and containing
seasonal groUnd water .
Ocerse sands .and .clays frOM decoMob ition _of eed rock. .C l a Ys  de-•
. .
. . * . .
br6asc, with de t.h . This forMation Comlaenly donstitutes the main
R EC HA RGE
lines :-
aquifer with ..a p iezom etric su rface which is frequently? higher
in elevation than the phreatic water table .
Fractured bedrock .
7 .1 No quantitative assessments of recharg e to the g roundwater sy stems have
been m ade in any of the more deta iled local studies carried ou t to date .
7 .2 Present  g r o un d wa t e r  ab straction is said (Wildersp in , 1973) not to ex -
ceed recharg e . The evidence for this statem en t is not pre sen ted but
is likely to be based on the moderate to good rainfall and the low
density of boreholes which do not statistically exceed 30 in an 85 sq
km rectangle . On an assump tion of practical ab straction of hand oper-
ated equipmen t of 500 gallons per hour and a 12 hour day , to tal annual
abstraction averaged over the 85 sq km would rep resen t about 1/3 of a
m illimetre or less thati'0 .1% of total r ainfall . The calcu lation pre-
sumes hydraulic continuity of the aquifer (s) below the area (the
geo chemical similarity of the groundw aters over much of Malawi (parti-
cularly in basemen t areas) is sometimes cited as.ev idence of the con-
dition ) . On general principles there seems likely to be a more or less
contin uous weathered layer below the bro ad p lateaux reg ions but there
is also lik ely to be significan t lateral variability in hydrau lic and
storage characteristics  wh i c h  will affect local well respo nse s , and
evidence for such occurrences hav e been quo ted (Navarro , 1975). How-
ever , present tota l ab straction seem s quite low and it seem s a reason-
able assump tion that it is  u n l i k e l y  to be ex ceeding recharge excep t
perhaps locally . Confirmatory evidence could most ea sily be obtained
from a study of the trends in well water levels plo tted from the bore-
hole main tenance records . These trends have not been an aly sed to
date although data from a selection of wells in one arca obtained during
this recent visit did show indications o f falling levels (see section 9 .8) .
To summarise , although current ab straction seems unlikely to be exceed ing
recitarge , except lo cally , the heterogeneities within the aquifers will
present problems in any overaa resource evaluations.
7.3 Studies to determ ine recharge could be carried out along the f011owing
General A SsesSMents
(1) Rainfall - Runo2f - Evapo transp iration (w ater balance studies)
(2) Seasonal water level cnanges . These figures can be ob tained
from the record s of the boreho le m aintenance team s but consider-
ation might be given to setting up o f a well hydrom etric net-
work . A hydrometric network should initially be co ncentrated
in areas o f main exploitation and p erhap s more particularly
so in the areas floored by alluv ia l sequences where general
hydraulic continuity w ithin the aquifers p robab ly existS .
(3) Base flow an hlysis in perennial stream systen s . This study
has been proposed by the Water Resource D ivision using past
recorcis of data wh ich have been computerised to facilitate
analysis .
(B ) Detailed A ssessments .
Stud ies in areas where more accura te asses smen ts are required
would need to determine a more pr ecise w ater balance with con -
sideration given to quantify ing all the majo r pa rameters -
ab straction , groundwater flow et.C .
8 . GROUND WATER ABSTRACTION
8.1 Hand Dug Wells .
hand dug wells  are  the traditional mode of groundwater ab straction
where the water table is at accessible levels . A programme is being
promo ted to construct hand dug wells fitted w ith small hand pump s and
a covering cemen t ap ron which seals the surround and prevents any
marg inal leakage . The hand pumps are in tend ed to be serviced by the
beneficiaries and spare parts will be supplied . The total cost of
m ateria ls is small (Kwacha 50 - verb . comm .).
8 .1 .1 The wells are of the order of 4-6 feet in diamet er at the surface and
reduce at a lower level. In practice only the upper section of some
2/3 feet is concrete lined and below this level the ho le is generally
open . Total depth is not likely to exceed 30 feet and most wells
will probably be less . The comm on location for such wells is in dambos
which are shallow dep ressions or valleys which are under lain by clays
witn sandy clay material above . The depressions are flooded during the
we t season and water is retained in the sandier form ations above the
clays . It is estimated that such wells can produce un to 600 gp d and
a density of 100 wells in 50 sq km is p lanned . Total annual ab strac-
tion of this order would represent the equivalent dep th of less than
a mm over this area . However , damhos occur over a lim ited portion of
w ly area which will affect this correlation and many dambos arc pro-
bab ly 'clo sed ' system s.
8 .1 .2 The main p roblem s in such wells are the lim itations in storag e and
permeab ility in the damb o groundwater reservoir and po llution . Sites
are  genera lly located adjacent but no t too clo se to a village and the
well design is intended to provide additional protection . Cattle do
however graze and water in the dambo areas and the po ssibility of
pollution canno t be wholly discounted; Bacteria and viru s travel
distances and tim es vary in accordance w ith a number of factors , no tab ly
the fluid/air saturation of the medium , grain size and clay content .
Shallow an d fluctuating water tab les as o ccur here co nstitu te a p ar-
ticular hazard as would also conditiOns in which the hand dug wells
penetrated into fractured bedrock (as seen in one well visited).- The •
two diagrams illustrated here give some idea of the un c e r t a i n t i e s
attached to pollution travel and 'safe distance ' and it would seem
adviable to initiate a programme of monitoring of a typical range of
such wells in order to ascertain the effectiveness of the design in
containing pollution . A further po ssible cause for concern could be
nitrate (NO3) concentration in the shallow groundwaters and the develop-
ment could be emphasised in a 'closed ' dambo system with no seasonal
t hr o ug h  flushing . The periodic recharge would be m imed with a residual
storage in which nitrate concentrations might be continuously in-
creasing . A programme of nitrate  mo n i t o r i n g  would be easy to initiate
and is to be recommended .
8.2 Drilled Boreholes.
There are more than 3500 boreholes currently in operation , the majority
being fitted with hand pump s and the few remainder with motor pump s.
In view of the concern expressed by Government over the cost of con-
scruc cing and LnaiLLtailLin J bo reholos , a :careful appra isal of drilling
technique s , well design , well yields and deterio ration etc ., is called
for with a view to op t:I:al-sing p rocedures to reduce costs to a m in imum
and to m a:.e feasible p rop er co st comp arisons with alternative so ur ces
of supply .
o .2 .1 Sorcholes are being drilled at a rate of som e 300 a year in a general
depth range of 130 to 200 feet . Percussion ted utiques are exclusively
u nployed and 19 rig s are currently in o» eration (12 owned by private
contractors , 7 by Governm ent) . The Governm ent assum es responsibility
for actual siting and suup lies m ater ial and installs producting pump ing
equipment . A s a general ru le , a rig can drill and comp lete a well in
about two week s at an average (1976 ) co st of 2500 Kwachas (E1600 ) .
8 .2.2 The average yield during testing of the 306 successful wells drilled in
1976 was 867 gph . (Annual Relport of the Geolog ical Surv ey ) With hand
åpump ing equipmen t w Ad under favourab le circumstan ces w ith moderate draw -
downs , such wells can yield between 300 and 500 gallons per hour . Normal
production rates are thus less than estimated sustained yield and con-
sideration could therefore be given to completing wells more cheaply
ana yet ab le to satisfy 'tile requirements of hand pump ing abstraction .
Ili caution , it should be pointed out that the estimated sustained yield s
are based on 8 hour pumping tests and the quoted rates m ight well prove
exag gerated in actual practice . If ever i t  i S p lan ned to use bo reholea
for maximum sustained p roduction , much more comprehensive testing would
be required .
8.2.3. Drilling techniques and construction design are highly standardised .
Wells are commonly completed with 6 inch casing , plain or slotted ,
enice Is usually landed at to tal dep th irrespective of the formation
stability . The production casing programme is determined by the driller
and usually Consists of a 20 foot length of plain casing at the base to
act as a sump succeeded above by 40 feet of torch or Saw slotted casing
incn slots) . Teuporary 8 inch or (rarely) 10 inch casing m ay be
set in caving formations during drilling and sub sequen tly withdrawn
after installation of the -6 inch production string . At one of the
contractors drilling sites visited dur ing th is current assignment , 6
inch 'drive ' casing was being installed which was to serve eventually
as production casing . Drilling was subsequently Planned to continue
below the driven section by open hole . Open hole comp letion is com -
paratively rare , even in relatively unweathered cry stalline rock .
6 .3 Well hain tenw acu am d Costs.
6.2 .4 A gravel p ack is a up laced in all wells whether completed in alluvial
formations or weathered/ fractured crystalline ro cks . A standard volume
of 3 cub ic yards is utilised .  Two  g rades of 'gravel ' are used , a fine
(24  - ki") and a coarse grade  ( 4 - 4 " ) .  The material used is crushed
crystalline ro ck (usually granu lite) chipping a . Erv laccment of the
gravel i s from the surface in the annulus between the op en ho le (which
is generally in range 6-10 inch diam eter) and the G inch production
casing . If tw ai.orary casing has been used , it is withdrawn prior to
pack installation . When the production casing has been driven , the
sw ae method is emp loyed and umplacem ent is assisted  by  agitating the
casing at the surface . Final comp letion of the well is effected by a
natural clay filling in the top 10 -20 feet of the annulus in order to
prevent surface conta ainants leak ing downwards along side the casing .
d .2.5 Weil development is limited to surg ing with a  5 1/2 "  d iameter dril l bit
followed  b y  pump inu . When the discharge runs clear. (more or less) an
d hour production test is carried out using the rig reciprocating pump .
Til e  observed specific cap acity is used to calculate the m ax imum safe
yield assum ing tne total allowable drawdown to be from the water table
to the top of the main aquifer . In the case of weathered b asement rocks ,
this la tter level is not alway s well defined but represen ts.the tran si-
tion from an upper more clayey to lower sandier m aterial . The 'yield '
quoted in tne record is that produced by the reciprocating pump at a
more or leas standard r .p .m . The result s of yield tests can thu s be
used for (general comparison purpo ses .
8.2 .6 A s noted above , the Pumping equipm ent installed in the m ajority of wells
is han d operateu and is of the standard piston type of lift pump w ith
rods. Tne pump setting depth is related in p ract ice to to tal w ell dep th ,
the main variation being to fit the doub le wheel C limax type where the
well is deep and the pump setting below 150 (7) feet .
8 .3.1 hand duy wells . Main tenance of open hand duu wells is usually a m atter
of clean ing and/o r deepening during periods of low water table .  In the
case of the covered hand dug wells , maintenance m ight also require similar
procedures which would be less convenient since it would requ ire
breaking open and recementing the well cover . Normal maintenan ce is
expected to be limited to replacemen t of the pump washer s and it is
intended that this op eration will be performed by the local benefic iaries .
owe
Kain tenance costsLto be met by Governm ent and are p lanned to be lh nited
to the almost negligible sum s to rep lace pump washers .
8 .3.2 Drilled Wells . For a 76 Kwacha annual charge , The Geo logical Surv ey
maintenance un it provides a guaranteed service arrangem ent . Wells are
visited on a routine basis or on demand following breakdown . A m ain-
tenance team op erates with a 5 ton truck fit ted with a w inch to enab le
pumps to be pulled fo r serv ice or rep air . There are currently nineteen
maintenance team s to visit the 3000 scheduled bo reholes and visits
average 3/4 a year per bo reho le . To tal co sts of the serv ice are no t .
known to the writer but they undoubtab ly exceed the impo sed serv ice
charges . Routine maintenan ce involves little more than oil and grease
jobs and no analysis is available on the natur e of the various repairs .
From -discussions with .two maintenance teams , m any v isits arc occasioned
oy minor repair requirements of the surface installations . Where the
pump has to be lifted , it is usually in order to hav e the pumo leather
washers rep laced . A major p roblem which is particularly ev ident in
wells completed in alluv ial formations relates to sand entry into the
bo reholes . T he proce ss w ill cau se a reduct ion in yield and in severe
cases can result in casing collap se due to formation sh ift although
this effect do es not appear to have been recorded . Sand pump ing w ill
also cause excessive wear of the pump washers .
9 . DISCUSSION Od PROCE DURE S AND TECHN IQUE S RELAT ING TO BOREHOLE SIT ING ,
DR ILLIN G AND MA INT ENAN CE
9 .1 A detailed discussion of these aspects to include consideration of
costs , must form p ar t of the m ain assig nm ent but a p relim ina ry assess-
ment is appropriate in this report .
9.2 Borehole S iting .
Boreholes are dr illed on demand at sites selected within a short distance
of the point of utilisation . To date there have been no developaen ts
in any area which have required detailed appraisals of aqu ifers for
op tiaula well field design and controlled ab straction , wells are mainly
required for dom dstic v illage supplies , either existing , or new settle-
ineu ts associated with agricultural projects .
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9 .2.1 •Site selection i s based on a rapid appkaisal of the local morphology from
m ap s , aerial pho tographs (som etimes) and ground traverse's (terrain and
vege tation) combined with a loca l geophy sical reconnaissance employing
an electrical resistivity teehniClue . The procedure-is to cover the
yeneral area (1-2 s Ci km ) by a series of constan t separation trav erses
using an electrode separation of 100 feet and a line separation o f
c . 600/ 700 feet . The results are expressed in the form of a contoured
resistivity map . Expanding depth p robes are then carried .ou t along and
in the vicinity of significant 'low 'resistiv ity ' zones with a max imum
elec trode separation of .250 feet . Interpretation of the E .D .P 's. is
based on fairly simp le curv e match.ing procedures and attemp ts to dis-
tinguish (within the saturated zone) wea thered or fractured porou s and
permeable rocks from clay s (very low resistivity) or from hard imperv iou s
rocks (high resistiv ity). Problem s in interpretation mu st occur when
the low resistivity zone which the survey is seeking to iden tify is
masked by near sur face very low resistivity clay s such as exist below
'dambo s '.
9.2 .2 A survey team consists of a geolog ist , technical assistant , 6 labourers
and two drivers with associated transpo rt . In nalaw i , 3 such team s
are engag ed wore or less fu ll time on such work plus one geolog ist en-
gaged on largely adm inistrative m atters relating to the work . A very
approximate costing for survey per borehole allowing for staff costs ,
overheads , transpo rt costs and vehicle depreciation is some 250 Kwachas.
In 1976 , 432 surveys were carried out and 390 potential sites found .
Of this latter number , 334 were drilled and 306 were successful (yield
in excess of 150 gallons per hour ).
9.2.3 There is said to have been a marked increase in the success rate of
boreholes following upon the use of electrical resistivity methods. In
view of the apparent success rate , currently at 98% , there is little
inducement to consider the use of alternative techniques or modification
of procedures . The situation would appear different however if 'success '
was redefined . Boreholes are in general considered very costly for
domestic village supp ly and hence the emphasis on the self-help hand
dug well programme . Boreholes are indeed considered too costly or
too = certain for other projects,e .g . the Bwanje valley , and alternative
surface resources are being given active consideration . A more pre-
cise correlation  o r  a borehole in relation to cost and proposed utilisa .-
tion is needed to determine whether successful or otherwise and it seems
p robable that in these ten as , many bo reholes M ight be con sidered un-
successful . A comprehensive appra isal of drilled boreho les would seem
to be required in an attempt to define their most appropriate use and
to op tim ise survey ing and drilling pro cedures in re lation to such use .
Such an appraisal will require some analy sis o f record data but th e
follow ing noints aro set ou t for prelim inary consideration .
(i) The present survey routine should be exam ined to see wheth er it
can be carried out more efficien tly tand/or more cheap ly . At present ,
the total geo logical staff assigned to hydrogeo logical work (4) are
concerned almost who lly with well siting . T here is little if an y time
availab le to observ e and sup ervise drilling , correlate d rillers litho-
logical logs with the earlier survey 's predicted sequen ce , analy se well
records or carry out o ther hydrog eolog ical stud ies . T he present surveying
procedure is very routine and it is po ssib le that it could be carried
out qu ite adequately in many ca ses by a tra ined techn ical assistan t
with the geo log ica l staff providing som e confirmato ry interpretation .
This arrangement would allow the geologists to do work on other hydro -
geologica l aspects.
(ii) The resistiv ity method seem s the most appropriate one for well
siting on the basem ent rock s of the high plateaux . Becau se of the
heterog eneous natur e of the basement ro ck s , extrapolation from one
location to ano ther is not generally feasible and survey ing is probably
necessary for h e w sites even in the same general area where other wells
o ccur . Consideration m ight be given to the use of an electro-m agnetic
technique which can provide a simple , rap id m eans for maop ing subsurface
cond uctiv ity variations. EM waves are attenuated rap idly by conductive
material and penetration may be limited by heavy surface clay m ater ial .
Where p ene tratio n would be adequ a te , reco nn aissance m app ing can be
carried out very qu ickly by one man . High conductive zones cou ld be
stud ied in more detail , if thought necessary , by resistivity dep th
proiJing or there m ight be sufficient background information from
earlier site survey s in the same area to obv iate th is need . In eith er
case there would be a saving in time and co st .
(iii) EN traversing mignt also be considered for use in other circum -
stan ces . It m ight , for example , be used to surv ey an area rap idly for
hand dug well sites by obtaining som e m ea sure of relative thickness of
the sand formations above the basal clay s in 'dambo s '. EN techniques
cou ld prove more app licable to sites selected in the dissected rift
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scarp reg ions where rocky outcrcw s are common or underlie thin surface
cover. The resistivity m ethod nas to date not proved very responsive
in this region .
(iv) The use . of resistivity survey for well siting in th ick alluvial
sequences seem s less justified and examination of ex isting survey and
drilling data m ay indicate that there is little value to be gained by
its application . Of greater value migh t b e clo ser study of ex isting
well data to elucidate sedimentological and hydrochemica l trends. In
an area with no existing wells, some reconnaissance resistivity work
would be more justified . Resistivity methods m ight also have a parti-
cular application in identifying subsurface saline water within an
aquifer such as in the Lower Shire area .
(v) In certain areas, well sites have proved difficult to locate by
resistiv ity techniques and the use of other geophy sical techn iques
would be worth considering . In basement areas , E .M . and seismic methods
could be approp riate .
(vi) A s noted above , villag e wells fitted w ith hand p u m p s cannot
usually be utilised at rates the wells are capable of yielding . con-
sideration should be given to drilling shallower wells which are ade-
quate for the type of pump ing equipmen t to be used and yet cheaper by
virtue of savings in drilling costs. Drilled boreholes of intermediate
depths would be more costly than hand dug wells but would generally
have the advantages of a more assured supply and less risk of po llution .
If these two factors are an important consideration in any area , drilled
wells would be favoured in comparison with hand dug wells . Wells wou ld
need to be of sufficient dep th to allow for annual variations ln water
table levels and to have sufficient penetration to give adequate .yield
with a hand pump . More precise geophysical correlation with lithology
and depth would help in-situ selection of such wells and bailer pump
tests should be carried out periodically during drilling to ascertain
well yields. A statistical study of well yields versus depth in Malawi
is in any case reguircd to assist in decisions on continuation of
drilling . There is always a tendency to continue drilling in the hop e
of encountering liermeable horizons whereas the chance of so doing de-
crease rap idly with dep th , particularly in basement rocks.
9.2.4 A different role for the geolog ists engaged in hydrogeolog ical work in
Malawi is envisaged . The approach to siting wells must correlate more
9 .3 Well Drilling .
closely witn the nature and occurrence of the aquifer , thc p ro.)o sed
utilisation of the groundw ater and the yields 'required . For siting
of do reho les o r hand dug wells with small yield s required , relativ ely
cheap and rap id m ethods O f survey should be utilised wherever possible .
Where larger supplies are required with mo tor pump installation ,
the econom ics will usually justify a more comprehen sive survey . In
such cases , all available techniques should be considered includ ing
appropria te geophysical m ethods , aerial pho tographs and iiaag ery ,
structura l and fat ric analysis of thie associated rocks etc . So cial
considerations may also require comprehen sive surv ey in areas where
alternative and read ily available Sources of supply do not ex ist .
An .exam ination of the well drilling m ethod s in Malaw i has indicated
various yossible improvanents .
9 3.1 Drilling T echn ique . Drilling at present is carried out exclusively
by normal p ercussion methods . The m ethod appears generally adequate
in rela tion to the depths drilled and in most formations , even inclUding
the alluvial depo sits which tend to be clayey and rather fine gra ined .
The method does have problem s when collap sing formations are encoun tered
at several dep ths . The use of 6 inch drive casing which is also pro -
auction casing (the method was being practiced at one of the con-
tractors drill sites visited) is not to be recom nended as the slots
are likell; to oe clogged up with clay etc . In such circumstances , a
temporary d rive casing'programme of larger size , (8 inch , 10 inch or
as necessary larger) should be used . This is in fact the standard
procedure available .
9 .3.1.1 An air roCary/hammer rig with ancillary mud circulation facility ha s
been recommended for purchase . This rig wo uld have many advantages in
use provided that the op erating p ersonnel are sufficiently skilled and
that tne rig can be adequately m aintained . The writers only other re-
servation relates to the proposed size of compressor of 250 psi . This
is very larg e and will have a l arge fuel consumption . The high pressure
rating will cer tainly increase the drilling rate in air hamm er work but
it is perhaps questionable whether th is tim e saving will o ffset other
disadvantages . The rating is not essential in other respe cts for air
hammer or for air ro tary in view of the planned drilling depths
(generally less than 200 feet ,.rarely if ever exceed ing 300 feet) and
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the low pen aeabili ty (and consequen t yield and associated fluid level.
drawdowns during drilling ) of the formations to be encountered . In
the w riters op inion a compresso r of 150 p si would be adequ ate .
9 .3 .2 Casing . Casing used in Malawi water wells is standard ised at V a" and
made of m ild steel . Two considera tions apply here , size and material .
A diam eter of  6 1/4 "  is larger than necessary fo r the hand pump ing equip -
men t in villag e dom estic supply wells and could be effectively reduced
to 4141/2". Steel casing is heavy , cdstly and suscep tible to corro sion .
Its main advantage is rigidity . Two alternative materials which cou ld
be considered are (1) fibre glass (GRP ) and (2) various grades o f
thermop lastic material . Bo th alternatives are light and generally
corrosio n resistant . GRP has the advantage of highest material strength
w ad could be used in all water wells in Malaw i. It has the disadvantage
of high cost (almost th e sam e as steel) and the need to drill a rela-
tively large ho le to accomodate the larger size co llars . Plastic casing
is significantly cheaper than bo th steel and p v c (See App endix A ) and
can be manufactured with threaded flush-butt joints . They have a m ore
lim ited ta aperature range than steel or GRP but th is deficiency is un-
likely to be a matter of concern in water wells in Malawi . Their m ain
disadvantage is an appreciable lower streng th than either steel or GRP .
In general PVC can rarely be used in wells exceed ing 100 m etres . T he
tougher tnermop lastics can commonly be u sed in wells to 150 metres and
locally deeper .
It is recommended therefore that consideration be given to using smaller
diam eter casing for dom estic supply wells and also to install:cheap er
thermop lastic materials . It will be .important to consider the strength
priorities in the latter 's selection and to carry out test installations
in a range of formations and dep ths (base nent , alluvials , etc .) prior to
a major investment in a large order . Som e preliminary asse ssmen t of
strength limits can be deduced from drawdown data and particular care
is necessary during development and test pumping when hydrostatic dif-
ferential stresses will be at a maximum . Requirements for material
strengta in relation to long itudinal stresses can be readily calculated
for the proposed emplacement conditions but response to radial stresses
is more difficult to relate owing to uncertainties of formation suppo rt .
Collapse resistance is lihely to be the limiting factor in the depth of
emplacem ent of thermoplastics.
9.3 .3 Screen . Standard screen used is torch-slotted 671 "  steel casing which in
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mos t cases i 3 ihsta lled aloh;; with p lain casing to total dep th in . all
wells irrespectiv e of rock type . Screen setting is selected by the
driller and is cu sta .larily 2 n 20 feet joints . A fuller -involvem en t
by a hydrogeolog ist il, this and other aspects o f well construction is
to be recomm ended . Open ho le completion should be considered in all :
rigid fon nations , in particular cry stalline rock . Screens should be
set opposite the m ust permeab le of thc collap sing formation s . Selec-
tion of such ho rizons has to be determ ined in the m ain from litho log ical
logs and it is most impo rtant to ensure that samp les are tak en co rrectly
(at one drilling site visited , samples were being thoroughly washed and
wo uld therefore b e un rep resentativ é) .in order to allow prop er in ter-
pretation either by the senior driller or geolog ist . A general study
using down-hole geophysical logg ing techn iques (resiativity , gamm a-ray
mainly ) is recomm ended in which a selection of wells in representative
locations would be utilised . The study would assist correlation of
surface geophysical data with litho log ical log in terpretation from
samples . Where tim e and opportunity perm its , log s cou ld be run before
final completion , particularly in wells in variable alluvial form ations
for which a rela tiv ely complex screen setting is needed .
9 .3 .3.1 A par ticular problem in many wells in'Malaw i is sand incursion . The
most common occurrences are  in  wells in fine-grained alluvial depo sits
but the condition is also known to occur in wells in weathered basement
material . The condition results from an imbalance between the formation
grain sizu :and the gravel pack/screen slot size of the constructed
well. Torah slotting cannot be cut smaller thnn 5 mm which  is likely
to be exceásive oppo site fine to medium grained sands unless a suitable
gravel pack is emplaced . Drilling a large enough hole to accomodate a
suitable gravel pack (recommended pack thickness 4-5 inches) will  in-
crease drilling costs and it is likely to be more economic in most cases
to  use  a machine slotted screen for which smaller slot sizes are more
feasible . The size of slot to be used will need to relate to the for-
mation size distribution and canno t be determ ined otherwise . Another
Lmortant consideration is the open area  percentage.  The screen currently
in use has an open area of little more than It  wh i c h  must restrict fluid
entry but increase inflow velocity and hence promote sand incursion .
He c h an i c a l l y  slotted screens may have op en areas in the 15-20% range
whicn is hydrologically advantageous i A several respects. The advantr
ages of properly selected screens will become increasing ly apparent when
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wells are constructed to obtain max bnw z ab straction at m inim um co st in
drilling and m aintenance , e .g . shallow , small diam eter Wells for village
sui..plies ; deep , large diameter , high yielding wells for use with mo tor
pw zl,s . The cost imp lications will need to be recognised but in the
writer 's opinion , the cost benefit of produ ction/m aintenance are likely
to outweigh the  h i g h  initial co st of m aterial . Drilling costs m ight
also be reduced , if for examp le , no gravel neck needs to be emolaced
by  virtue of a suitable screen which can allow natu ral developm ent of
the aquifer . The use of a cheap thermop lastic screen is also wo rth
considerin; as well as casing . The only uncertain ty in the use of
som e then aop lastics is a tendency 'tb 'creep ' and in a screen this effect
will cause tne slots to clo se up . The better quality thermoplastics
are likely to be less affected in this way , particularly when u sed in
relatively shallow wells .
9 .3.4 Gravel Pack . The typ e of gravel pack used in Malawi is too thin (about
one inch) , the gravel is generally unsuitable becau se of the lim ited
size ranges (la - ki";  1.4 - 1/2 " ) ,  and because the material is angular .
The method of emp lacem en t whereby gravel is fed-in from the surface
eetween tee production casing (6%,") and the op en hole (B "-11" o r more)
after withdrawal of any temporary drive casing is almo st certain to be
unsuccessa il either by virtue of bridg ing o f the gravel or by collanse
of the surrounding formation into the annular spa ce prio r to emplace-
men t.; The data on volumes of g ravel used are no guide to the amount
emplaced since the standard amoun t of 3 cu yard s in all wells is
clearly a Lou inal figur e . When the well is constructed in fine-grained
unconsolidated material , sand incursion is almost bound to o ccur whether
ivy virtue of an imbalance with a gravel pack too thin and too coar se a
grade or directly through the wide screen slots around which the gravel
has no t eztended .
9 .3 .4 .1 A decision on th e emp lacemen t and typ e of a gravel p ack should be based
on standare Aydrogeological prin cip les with app ropriate consideration
being givel to the typ e of fo rmation and the screen slot size . In
scrongly or moderately conso lidated ro ck typ es , neither a gravel pack ,
nor indeed in many cases a screea needs to be used . Where unconsolidated
formations are encountered , a screen and/or gravel pack should be em-
placed in accordance with the size distribution of the formation and to
a limited ex ten t with the well production rate affecting inflow velo -
city . There are advantages in dispen sing with a pack if an approp riate
slot size can be used and the aquifer developed natu rally . Becau se of
the manifest inefficiency of the gravel Packs used in Ealawi , it can
be concluded fairly certainly that if wells in any arca do not produce
sand , wells of similar dep th and yield can be constructed w ithou t a
pack even with torch slo tted casing . When sand incursion is cion non ,
representative samp les uust be collected to assipt well design . A
gravel 1.ack of 1 inch thickness is theoretically adequate if it is o f
approp riate design (pack -aquifer ratio generally less thw t  5 ,  and sim ilar
waiform itY coefficients) but in p ractice it is no t po ssible to in stall
prop erly in a narrow annulus to any 'appreciable dep th . If a grav el
pack has to be used , a larg e size ho le should be drilled and there -
would be advantages in using small diam eter casing , e .g . 4 inch casing
in a lo/12 inch ho le . The gravel should be appropriate ly g raded and
comp osed of ro unded , siliceous material . The higher cost o f drilling
is likely to be more than offset by reduction in maintenance co sts and
improvement in sustained production rates .
9 .4 Well Developmen t and Testing .
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9 .4 .1 Well development is Itaited to surging w ith a  5 1/2 "  drill bit in side 6/6"
casing m ad pump testing for several hour s using the rig recipro cating
pump . Drawdowns are observ ed and a specific capacity calculated .
i•iax imum yield is computed from the specific capacity and 'the avail-
able drawdown estimated as the distan ce between the water table and the
top of the main aquifer deduced from the litholog ical log . This yield
could not be regarded as a definitive su stained yield on the basis of
such limited testing .
9 .4 .2 The m ethod of surg ing is not very effective and a standard surg e block
would be better. Surging would need to alternate with bailing unless
air lift pumping could be carried out sim ultaneously but suitable equip-
ment is not generally available in nalaw i . A clo se fitting surge block
wo uld be difficult to use as the metal 'swedge ' left by the torch
cutting op eration would tear the rubber washers . A surge block could
be used efficien tly in a m echanically slotted screen which is another
reason sup ”orting the la tters use . If p rope r screens are to be utilised
both surging and jetting techn iques would be aopropriate for develop-
wen t .
9 .4 .3 Short dura tion bailer pumping tests are to be recommended during drilling
in order to ascer tain whether a suffic ient depth has been drilled to
provide tnu required production rate . The standard productioh . test
on completion is adequate in the present circum stances but would not be
su if hiax n4u 4 sustained abstraction rates were p lanned .
9 .5 Borehole Eaintenance .
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Two aspects of this work require m ention . One relates to the periodic
well water level observations and the o ther to the actual m aintenance
work required to be carried out on  a  well . Walls are visited on average
3/4 Lim es a year pa r tly in relation to a routine inspection which will
be carried out irrespective of de and and partly in relation to require-
m ent fo llowing repo rted breakdown .
9 .5.1 Water level observ ations are m ade whenever a well has to •be pulled .
This data can provide in portan t indication of the behav iour of the
aquifer . In Table  1.  are shown data on a number of bo reholes in the
worth West nzilaba area with the corresponding rust water levels at the
dates tau wells ware drilled and recent (1977-78?) values of water
levels . Ti/ree wells show a small rise , 9 show water level falls , in
some cases very substan tial falls . These latter falls in level , if
correct , would  be  a u atter of som e concern being indicative of at
least locally depleting systems . There are probably other record s in
the files for these same wells and a plot of the well water levels with
tiue will give a truer indicatio n of actual trends .
9 .8.2 The iad orma tion on changing well water levels with time is  o f  great
importance . Past data can be analy sed and will provide indications
of spurious records , inequilibrated levels , etc . and hopefully genu ine
trends will also be recognisable . For the fu ture it is essential to
organise the collecting of such data to ensure that it is accurate .
Lech team sho uld be provided with adequate water well level indicato rs
which are easy to read and repair . A datum point should be estab lished
on a well (probab ly top of casing) from which all future reco rds should
be  read . If for som e reason , casing has to be cu t during a repa ir , the
new datum and its relation to the old datum should be noted . The water
level should Le recorded after the well has reached equ ilibrium . The
tim e taken to pull a pump for rep air is several hours , pe rhap s a day .
water levels should be taken p rio r to re-installing the pump and 2/ 3
measurements m ade toward s the end of the rep air job should indicate
whether equilibrium has been reached . If the well has been out of
action for some time , then equilibrium can be assumed .
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9 .5 .3 Additional data (see below) is also recommended to be co llected during
ro utine well Yisits . The tim e taken to acquire the additional data
will be negligible and the information obtained will be valuable .
(i) Pumped sm aples for electrical conductance measurements should
be collected in areas where significant salin ity variations are common
e .g . tne Lower Shire .
(ii) Plumbing the well by m ean s  o f  a reel , line and p lumb bob . Th is
would be done whenever a pump is pulled .
(iii) After re-installation o f a hand pump , measurement o f the tim e
to fill a 4 gallon drum .
9 .5 .4 The proper recording of deta ils of repair will assist in futu re p lanning
to increase efficiency and cut co sts . Som e data is available and should
be analysed with this objective in view . Maintenance is necessary but
current co sts are a matter of concern . Some aspects Of maintenance in
ex isting wells , e .g . sand incursion have to be accemted since th ere are
no econom ic means to preven t its occurring (in the existing wells).
Future wells in areas where the problem ex ists should be so con structed
as to prevent ingress. It m ay be econom ically preferab le to abandon a
bad well resiuiring constan t repair and to drill a new and better de-
signed one . Cer tain otner aspe cts of maintenance m ight be mod ified
for improved efficiency . Si aple well head repair and routine grease
jobs coula D C carr ied out by one man on a motor cycle . The v isit of
the 5 ton lorry w ith winch ,.6-m an crew etc . shou ld only occur when
there is actual n eed to pull a pump , and perhap s bail out a filled well .
REGIONAL HYDROG EOLOGICA L/RE SOURCE STUDIES AND PLANN ING  REQUI REI1ENTS
10 .1 Tne discussions so far in th is Report have been primarily concerned
with methodology - of bo rehole siting , drilling and maintenan ce . Fo r
longer term planning , additional data are required to allow estimates
to be made of resour ce availability and local development co sts . Some
areas in Malawi hav e bean extensively drilled to exp lo it groundwater ,
principa lly in rural areas , for agricultural development , and detailed
accoun ts of these areas are available in a series o f unpublished re-
po r ts o f the Geological Survey (see rev iew by Wilderspin , 1973).
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Tu t :  repor es mainly discuss the hydrogeo logy and dril ling aspects bu t
raruly provide estimates of resource availald lity . In no cases are
uuveloi:a unt costs co iw id e rea . t le se studies should be reviewed and
supp lem en ted  b y  data from borehole records in order to provide pr e-
l ainary estimates of availab le resource s. Where priority needs in -
dicatu ,fur ther studies to refine such estfl nates could  b e  carried ou t .
A more detailed study of one of these areas , the Luder Shire , is cu r-
rently in p rog ress and will continue for several (? 2/3) years under
finance from the World Bank . The stud ies include all aspec ts of water
use and resources in rela tion to agricultura l developm en ts . Other
priority areas where water resource consideration will be required in
relation to planned or curren t agricultural projects include the Up per
Bwanje Valley , the Lilongwe region , and the West flzimba Reg ion .
10 .2 Studies should commence imm ediately to prov ide the backg round data for
the National Water Resources Plan . What is requ ired is a preliminary
app raisal of the overall water resources of Ea lawi in relation to
convenien t geographical sub -divisions and in terms of gen eral avail-
ability (ground and surface supp lies) , order of developm ent costs
and usage . The fo llowing considerations would apply :-
(i) A reas in  wh i c h  groundwater is likely to be , in practical terms ,
the only resource available : The North West nzimba Region probably
falls into this category and perhaps even the Central Lilongwe Reg ion .
The study and development of groundwater in such areas could proceed
along linus dictated  by  priority considerations , finance and available
expertise. Prelim inary assessments based on regional data (rainfall-
runoffe-eval;o ration) and localised information from existing well records
should be made and would assist decisions on phased developments and/or
further studies. Type of developtent would include consideration of
shallow hand dug wells , and bo red wells with hand or motor pump s. The
role of the bored well and the hand-dug well needs careful consideration
in relation to immediate and long er term requirements . The significantly
cheaper cost of the dug well is a major advantage and may  also  permit
wore wells in any one area which is an added convenience . Problem s of
sustained supply and pollution are likely to be critical lim iting
factors . In certain circu ustances , both dug and bored wells m ight be
required to complement each other , with the latter providing supply
during dry periods or eventually providing more conven ient piped supplies
to important focal locations from higher production wells fitted with
mo tor I A IJA: 2 5 . Careful P lanninc: will be required to determ in e the mo st
appro,:riate  c o mb i n a t i o n .
(ii) Areas in which surface supplies have a clear priority , e .g .
foothill regions of N lanje , Zomba and Nyika Plateaux .
(iii) Areas in which bo th surface and groundwater supp lie s could be
considered , either conjunctively or alterna tively and fo r which in-
formation on relative .availability an d comparative costs o f develop-
m ent are necessary to assis t decision mak ing .
(iv) Water Use . Potential use includes dom estic supply , industrial
and irrigation use . The use of water for irrigation has pe rhap s not
been given sufficien t consideration due probab ly to the inadequate in-
formation available on po tential reserv es of groundwater and cap acity
rates . Areas such as the east bank of the Lower Shire where the alluvial
formations way be high yielding could have particu lar potential in this
role .
11 . &DA :1(AL CONCLUSION S AND RECW :E NDAT IQN S
11 .1 The report has considered briefly various po ssible modifications to
pro cedureb . aso techniques related to bo reho le siting , drilling and
maintenan de and these matter s can be considered in greater detail
during the forthcom ing . consultant assignm en t .
11 .2 Put overa ll appraisal of the gro undw ater resources of Halaw i is needed
which will delim it area s where such resour ces represent th e only poten -
tial suplA y w ad o thers where  b o t i A  ground and surface sulapl ies can bo
considered conjunctively and alternatively . Broad prelim inary assess-
m en ts o f g roundwater resource availab ility and developm ent eo sting s
for such areas  s h o u l d  be m ade on the basis of reg ional dat a on hyd ro -
ld i,y/metedrology combined with localised inform atio n from .water well
record s . In consultation with Government in order to determ ine priori-
ties , areas in  wh i c h  detailed stud ies are required w ill be recog nised
and suitable i_irog rawases of wo rk propo sed .
11 .3 The ro le of the (4) survey geo log ists associated with hydr ogeology is
at presen t almost exclusively concerned w ith well siting . Prelim inary
site surveys are essential in most cases but since .-auc:1 of the pro -
ceuure is routine , it is suggested that such work be carried out in
large purt by trained tccnn ician s . T hu procedure would allow tha
qeologists t ae to carry out other work - to sup ervise drilling and
aUvise en aLy ropriate well completion , assa able and analyse existing
ea ta from existing wells , maintenance and survey record s , and to carry
uut som e ex,?erim en tal studies on other g eophysical techn iques .
11 .4 There is an obvious lack of exp ertise available in Malawi on hydrogeo -
log ical m atters . The four geologists assigned to the work arc keen and
enthusiastic but have had no form al training in hydrogeology . In the
long ten a this could be rem edied by sending suitable candidates to
undertake post graduate training which would last at least one year to
De effective . There is however a con side rab le u rg en cy in the present
situation to provide quantitative data for areas on which impo rtan t
development decisions will be taken in the near future . It cannot be
an ticipated tha t the 3 month assignment will supply this deficiency
and it is certain that whatever detailed studies are propo sed , sub -
stan tial outside assistan ce will be necessary if such studies are to
De carried out in reasonable tim e . The form of the desired assistance
will De a matter for consideration bi the Governm ent of Malaw i . Howev er
from the po int of v iew of efficiency and time , there would be some m erit
in p erhap s ren ewing or extend ing the present planned short term assign-
m ent to an arrangement of long er duration . There is .a considerable
backlog of record data to assemble and process and training of counter-
par t staff could also be commenced . The procedure wou ld not preclude
oth er forms of input on selected studies .
E . P . Wright
Jun e 30th 1978
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